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Abstract 
 

Characterization of evolutionary trends in the protein energy landscape 
 

by 
 

Shion An Lim 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in Molecular and Cell Biology 
 

University of California, Berkeley 
 

Professor Susan Marqusee, Chair 
 
 

 
The process of molecular evolution has produced the diversity of proteins observed across life. 
The function and properties of proteins can be described by their energy landscape, which is 
encoded by the amino acid sequence, and a major effort in the field of biology has been to 
decode this information and to apply that knowledge to understand protein function. Because the 
energy landscape fundamentally determines the behavior of a protein, there are likely 
evolutionary pressures on various features of the landscape. However, a detailed investigation 
into how the energy landscape of a protein changes over evolutionary time has been lacking. 
 
In this work, we use ancestral sequence reconstruction (ASR) to access the evolutionary history 
of the ribonuclease H (RNase H) family. We reconstruct and study the properties of seven 
ancestral RNases H connecting the lineages of two homologs: a mesophilic RNase H from E. 
coli and a thermophilic RNase H from T. thermophilus. We characterize how the energetics, 
rates, and conformations of the RNase H folding pathway evolved over time using a global 
analysis of ensemble-based relaxation kinetics, hydrogen exchange monitored by mass 
spectrometry (HX-MS), and fragment models of the folding intermediate. The folding trajectory 
of RNase H is remarkably robust to mutations over evolutionary time, with the major folding 
intermediate being energetically and structurally conserved across all ancestors spanning three 
billions years of evolution. There are notable trends in the folding and unfolding rates, and 
RNase H becomes more kinetically stable over time. We observe how the conserved folding 
intermediate enables distinct trends in the thermodynamic and kinetic properties of the folding 
landscape. Additionally, we used HX-MS to obtain near-site-resolved structural resolution into 
the conformation of ancestral RNase H during folding. The earliest events in the folding 
trajectory are malleable over evolutionary time, and we use the evolutionary trends to identify 
the physiochemical mechanisms that drive the folding of this protein.  
 
In addition to revealing the evolutionary history of the RNase H family, these ancestral proteins 
can be used to understand protein fitness in the cellular context and be compared to consensus 
proteins to investigate how evolutionary sequence information can be used to engineer protein 
properties. Lastly, the evolutionary trends in the RNase H family can be extended towards other 
protein families to uncover general principles that guide protein evolution.  
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
 
1.1  Proteins are essential macromolecules of life 
 
Proteins are the primary workhorses of the cell and are involved in nearly all functions essential 
for life. The three-dimensional structure of a protein plays a significant role in dictating its 
function. Even a quick tour of the proteome will reveal a dizzying array of shapes, sizes, and 
families of proteins, each with specialized functions and properties. Proteins are also dynamic 
and can undergo large conformational changes and adopt alternative conformations that are 
integral to their function. Proteins are even dynamic within the cellular context—they can be 
modified, can interact with other proteins and macromolecules, and can be degraded or exported 
from the cell. Thus, studying proteins and understanding their properties and function will 
naturally illuminate how biology and life operate.  
 
The building blocks of proteins are amino acids, and the amino acid sequence of a protein plays a 
large role in determining the structure of the protein and its properties and function. This 
sequence is encoded in the organism’s genome. The genomic DNA is transcribed into mRNA, 
and the nucleotides are read in triplets (codon) by the ribosome, with each codon corresponding 
to a specific amino acid. The ribosome synthesizes a string of amino acids, a polypeptide, which 
contains the full chemical code for the protein. For a protein to function, however, this 
polypeptide must be in its proper conformation (typically called the native or folded state). The 
process by which a linear polypeptide chains undergoes a variety of molecular gymnastics to 
achieve its native conformation is called protein folding.  
 
 
1.2  The energy landscape theory of proteins 
 
The energy landscape theory emerged through a series of advances in protein physical chemistry 
and allows us to conceptualize the various conformations that a protein can adopt and their 
physiochemical properties. In 1961, Anfinsen made a seminal discovery that the amino acid 
sequence of a protein contains all of the information necessary to fold to the native state.1 
However, there was a paradox to Anfinsen’s principle. Cyrus Levinthal noted that because the 
conformational space available even for a short polypeptide is so vast, it would take an eternity 
for a polypeptide to find its native conformation.2 Despite this, natural proteins typically fold 
within milliseconds to seconds. How then, do proteins reach their native state so quickly? 
Experimental, computational, and theoretical research in the decades following have 
significantly advanced the field of protein folding, and a modern view of the energy landscape 
theory has emerged. 
 
The energy landscape of a protein is a multidimensional space representative of all of the 
conformations that a given polypeptide chain can adopt, their relative energetics, and the rates of 
inter-conversion between them (Figure 1.1).3–6 The funneled nature of the landscape guides the 
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polypeptide to its native state, which is typically the most thermodynamically stable 
conformation. This explains how a protein can fold in a biologically reasonable timescale and 
resolves Levinthal’s paradox. Although many proteins are able to fold on their own, many 
require the assistance of chaperones, and the process of translation can affect the folding 
process.7–12 Intrinsically disordered proteins are also widespread in biology—their sequences do 
not encode a unique native fold under physiological conditions and their conformational 
dynamics have been shown to have key biological roles.13–16 The energy landscape theory is able 
to explain these complexities in the conformational space of proteins, and is an incredibly useful 
tool to understand how the structure of these conformations and their dynamics affect the 
behavior of proteins.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1: Energy Landscape of Proteins 
The energy landscape of a protein is representative of all of the conformations that a given 
polypeptide sequence can adopt, their relative energetics, and the rates of inter-conversion 
between them. The energy landscape is fundamental to the function and properties of proteins. 
The figure is adapted from Dill and MacCallum, Science, 2012.4 
 
 
The energy landscape theory is not just applicable to protein folding. Since it encodes all of the 
conformations of a protein, this landscape is fundamental to the behavior and function of 
proteins. Although most proteins will spend the majority of their time in the native, 
thermodynamically stable state, higher-energy partially folded states will be sampled in 
accordance with Boltzmann statistics and the height of barriers between conformational “wells” 
will determine how quickly the protein will interconvert between these states. These higher 
energy states may be important for regulation, activity, or they can also be kinetic traps or 
gateways to degradation or misfolded conformations.17–21 Thus, understanding energy landscape 
is important if we want to truly understand how a protein functions.  
 
Therefore, a fundamental goal not just in the field protein folding but in the field of protein 
chemistry in general, is to understand how the amino acid sequence actually encodes this energy 
landscape. If we can extract the information encoded in the sequence, we will be able to 
understand the behavior of proteins and be able to engineer them. The effect of mutations on the 
protein and the organism as a whole will be explained, and these insights will expand our 
knowledge of fundamental biology and fuel advances in biotechnology and medicine. This is an 
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immense undertaking, and will require interdisciplinary and combined efforts in experimental, 
computational, and theoretical research.  
 
 
1.3  Evolutionary pressures on the energy landscape 
 
The process of molecular evolution has produced the diversity of proteins that exist today and 
will continue to modify the proteome. Mutations in DNA can lead to changes in the amino acid 
sequence of proteins. These mutations may be neutral and have no effect, or they may change 
features of the protein’s energy landscape and affect the protein’s behavior. If that mutation leads 
to a harmful trait or causes the protein to be non-functional, then that mutation will not persist. 
Alternatively, if a mutation is beneficial by enhancing or generating a property, then that 
mutation will fixate and be retained in the population according to natural selection. Over time, 
the sequence and the behavior of proteins can change significantly, and a particular protein may 
explore a large area of sequence space.22–27 How exactly a protein evolves will be uniquely tied 
to its function and its interactions with the environment and other macromolecules.    
 
Because the energy landscape fundamentally determines the function and behavior of a protein, 
there are likely evolutionary pressures on various features of the energy landscape.28–31 The 
energy landscape needs to be maintained such that the protein will fold efficiently and with high 
fidelity to the native state. There are likely pressures for the protein to remain folded and active 
in the native state, and also access any other conformations necessary for function. Additionally, 
the energy landscape is sensitive to environmental conditions, so it would need to be robust 
enough to respond to any changes in the environment that takes place over the lifetime of the 
protein. The fitness of the protein will affect the fitness of the organism in which it resides. 
Therefore, we expect the features of the energy landscape—conformations, energetics, and 
rates—to be affected over evolutionary time.32–36 Thus, the study of protein evolution considers 
not just how a single sequence encodes a protein’s energy landscape, but how that sequence will 
explore sequence space, which has its own fitness landscape and paths, to alter the energy 
landscape over time.  
 
 
1.4  Evolutionary history can uncover principles of protein biophysical 
properties 
 
Proteins can be classified into different families based on their sequence, and these families 
typically share similar structures and functions.37 A phylogenetic tree can be built from a 
multiple sequence alignment of homologous members of a protein family. This phylogenetic tree 
illustrates the relationships between homologs and how they may have emerged from a common 
evolutionary process. This evolutionary history can be incredibly useful in understanding how 
properties of proteins have changed over time.  
 
For example, below is a hypothetical evolutionary tree that illustrates the relationship between 
homologs with a variety of “blue” properties (Figure 1.2). We may naively expect that since all 
of the modern homologs have “blue” properties, the ancestral protein will also have a “blue” 
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property. However, this may not necessarily be the case—the ancestral protein may have a 
different “red” property instead that is no longer present in modern proteins. If we know the 
evolutionary history of this family, and thus, the ancestral state, we might be able to access novel 
properties of proteins. 

 
 
 

Figure 1.2- Ancestral Sequence Reconstruction can e 
used to trace the evolution of protein properties  

 
 A phylogenetic tree illustrating the evolutionary history of 
a protein family. The different properties are depicted as 
colors. The last common ancestor was red, but the modern 
proteins are blue because of parallel trends along lineages 
where proteins with red properties evolved towards 
proteins with more blue properties. This red ancestor can 
only be accessed using an approach like ASR. The figure is 
adapted from Wheeler, Lim, et al. Curr. Op. Struct. Biol. 
2016.22 

 
 
 

 
Additionally, we often study two homologs with different properties—say, a light blue and dark 
blue properties, and compare their sequences to try to identify the mutations responsible for the 
difference. Sometimes, this approach is successful, but often, it is difficult to actually determine 
the causative mutations in the midst of neutral mutations and epistasis because the two homologs 
have significantly diverged in sequence and evolutionary time. However, ancestral states can be 
used as intermediates in sequence space to help tease out the sequence determinants for 
properties of interest. As a final example, if we observe, across multiple lineages, parallel trends 
in properties (i.e. “red” properties all evolving towards “blue”), this might help uncover general 
principles of protein evolution and the driving forces underlying them.  
 
These are just a few examples of what we might learn from studying the evolutionary history and 
ancestral states of a protein family. How then, do we access this historical information? 
 
 
1.5  Ancestral Sequence Reconstruction as a method to access a 
protein’s evolutionary history 
 
To access a protein’s evolutionary history, we turn to ancestral sequence reconstruction (ASR). 
ASR is a computational method that uses the phylogenetic relationship between homologs of a 
protein family and an evolutionary model to infer the sequences of ancestral states along a 
phylogenetic tree (Figure 1.3).36,38,39 In short, a multiple sequence alignment of a large number of 
homologs of a protein family of interest is created, from which a phylogenetic tree describing the 
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evolutionary relationship between them can be constructed. An evolutionary model is applied to 
this tree, which incorporates parameters such as amino acid transition frequencies and rates, 
mutational rate, etc. Several evolutionary models have been developed over the years. Typically, 
a maximum likelihood or Bayesian inference is used to determine the most likely amino acid 
sequence at every branch point (node) along a tree.40,41 Once the ancestral sequence is known, 
the gene encoding it can be readily synthesized and cloned, and the ancestral protein can be 
expressed recombinantly and purified for characterization.  
 
This method of inferring the evolutionary history of a protein family was first proposed by Linus 
Pauling and Emile Zuckerkandl in 1965, but was not feasible at the time due to experimental and 
computational limitations.42 Developments in algorithms and evolutionary models led to the first 
ASR study on lysozyme and ribonuclease A in 1990, and since then, a multitude of ASR studies 
have followed, in addition to further improvements in models and methodologies.43,44 A series of 
excellent reviews and books provide additional details and excellent tutorials on ASR and its 
applications.36,38,40,45 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.3: The ASR pipeline  
A multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of extant sequences of a protein family is generated using 
an alignment tool. The MSA is then used to estimate an appropriate model of sequence evolution 
and to estimate a phylogenetic tree. The sequences at ancestral nodes of interest (filled black 
circles) are then inferred (underlined) based on the tree and a phylogenetic evolutionary model. 
The maximum likelihood sequences are those with the highest likelihood of generating the 
known sequences of modern proteins given the tree and phylogenetic model.  Genes encoding 
the inferred ancestral proteins can be synthesized, expressed, and purified using standard 
molecular biology tools. The properties of the ancestral proteins can then be experimentally 
characterized. 
 
 
The ancestral states of many different protein families have been studied by ASR, including 
RNase A, EF-Tu, β-lactamase, RNase H, NDK, LeuB, lysozyme, kinases, beta-propellers, S100 
protein family, and many more, and there are new ASR papers published frequently.43,44,46–57 A 
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wide a variety of ancestral properties have been characterized, including stability, structure, 
dynamics, enzyme activity and specificity, oligomerization, and more. These studies have also 
revealed evolutionary trends in these properties. In particular, multiple studies have observed a 
trend towards higher stability and substrate promiscuity in ancestral proteins, and I expand upon 
this observation by conducting a meta-analysis across ASR studies later in this dissertation (see 
Chapter 5). ASR is becoming more common due to the decreasing cost of DNA synthesis and 
computational power, and as packages and methodologies for ASR have been made widely 
accessible. 
 
 
1.6  Ribonuclease H: A model system for protein biophysics 
 
In this work, we set out to ask how the conformations, stabilities, and rates of a protein’s energy 
landscape changed over evolutionary timescales. To do this, we turn to a particularly well-
studied protein family, the ribonuclease H (RNase H) family. RNase H is a fairly small (~150 
amino acids), monomeric protein with a mixed α-β fold (Figure 1.4). RNase H is a nuclease that 
cleaves the RNA strand of RNA-DNA hybrids, and is involved in processes such as DNA 
replication and plasmid copy number regulation.58 This protein is found in all kingdoms of life, 
and is also found in retroviruses as a domain of reverse transcriptase.59  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.4: Ribonuclease H structure 
Alignment of E. coli RNase H crystal structure (in blue, PDB: 2RN2) and T. thermophilus RNase 
H crystal structure (in red, PDB: 1RIL). The RMSD between the two structures is 0.929 Å. 
 
 
RNase H from the mesophilic bacterium E. coli (ecRNH) and from thermophilic bacterium T. 
thermophilus (ttRNH) have been well characterized.60,61 They have similar crystal structures but 
their stabilities are quite different if one looks at the ΔGunf, the free energy difference between 
the native and unfolded state, and Tm, the midpoint of the transition in a temperature melt (Figure 
1.5). T. thermophilus is more stable (Tm = 88°C, ∆Gunf = 12.8 kcal mol-1), which is 
understandable since it resides in an organism whose environmental temperature (Tenv) is 68°C.62 
If ecRNH (Tm = 68°C, ∆Gunf = 9.8 kcal mol-1) were to be placed in the environment of T. 
thermophilus, it would be half unfolded, likely resulting in loss of protein function and 
detrimental effects on fitness. In fact, there is a strong correlation between the Tm of RNase H 
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and the Tenv of the organism in which it resides, suggesting that stability is tuned by 
environmental conditions and is under selection.56  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.5: Denaturant melt of E. coli and T. thermophilus RNase H 
A representative urea denaturant melt of E. coli RNase H (blue triangles) and T. thermophilus 
RNase H (red circles) at 25°C. The data were fit to a two-state equilibrium model to extract free 
energy and calculate fraction of folded protein at each denaturant concentration.63 It is evident 
from these data that T. thermophilus RNase H is more stable than E. coli RNase H.  
 
 
In addition to stability, we know the folding energetics of these two homologs and some of the 
partially folded conformations on their energy landscapes. Both ecRNH and ttRNH fold through 
a three-state pathway (Figure 1.6).62,64 That is, starting from the unfolded state (U), RNase H 
transiently populates a partially folded intermediate state (I) within milliseconds before crossing 
the rate-limiting step to reach the native state (N). This folding landscape has been characterized 
in a myriad of ways, from relaxation kinetics monitoring circular dichroism (CD) and 
fluorescence, equilibrium studies using fragment models, ϕ-value analysis by mutagenesis, 
single-molecule force spectroscopy using optical tweezers, and native-state and pulsed-labeling 
hydrogen exchange (HX).62,64–70 These studies have determined the stability of the intermediate, 
that it is on-pathway and obligate, and that it is well-folded and consists of the core α-helical 
region of the protein. We also know the rates and conformations of the earliest folding steps 
preceding this intermediate.   
 
All of this current knowledge about the energy landscape of homologs of RNase H, the fact that 
it is ubiquitous across life, and that it is a well-behaved model system makes it an attractive 
platform to study the properties of RNase H over the course of evolution. There are some 
features (such as stability) that clearly differ between the two homologs, but some that are in 
common (such as the three-state pathway). How did the stability of RNase H change? What does 
that tell us about the environmental context of RNase H over evolution? How conserved are 
protein folding pathways over time? How malleable are kinetic barriers and higher-energy states 
to mutations? Can studying the properties of ancestral proteins reveal sequence determinants and 
fundamental mechanisms of how this protein folds? Therefore, we set out to use ASR to access 
the evolutionary history of the RNase H family to study the properties of the ancestral RNases H.  
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Figure 1.6: Folding landscape and chevron of E. coli and T. thermophilus RNase H 
(left) A representation of the three-state folding landscape of RNase H. Starting from the 
unfolded state, RNase H populates a partially folded intermediate within milliseconds of 
refolding. This intermediate involves the α-helical core region of the protein. The rest of the 
protein folds on the timescale of seconds in the rate-limiting step to the native state. (right) A 
representation of a chevron plot (ln(kobs) vs [urea]) for E. coli and T. thermophilus RNase H, 
which fits well to a three-state model. The deviation of linearity, a rollover, in the low denaturant 
regime indicates the presence of a folding intermediate. Note, the second exponential phase 
observed in the refolding kinetics of T. thermophilus RNase H is not shown.  
 
 
1.7  Ancestral Sequence Reconstruction of the Ribonuclease H family: 
Thermodynamic system drift in protein evolution 
 
A multiple sequence alignment of 409 sequences of bacterial RNases H was used to generate the 
phylogenetic tree of the bacterial RNase H family, and the ancestral sequences were inferred 
with a maximum likelihood model (Figure 1.7).56 Seven ancestral nodes spanning the lineages of 
E. coli and T. thermophilus RNase H were selected based on their strong statistical support and 
spacing along the tree. The ancestral proteins were successfully expressed recombinantly and 
purified with standard RNase H purification protocols, and they were found to be active and 
well-folded.  
 
The stability of the ancestral RNases H were measured. Anc1, the last common ancestor has a 
stability in between that of ecRNH and ttRNH. There is a smooth, divergent trend in both Tm and 
∆Gunf, with stability increasing in the thermophilic lineage and decreasing in the mesophilic 
lineage. Additionally, the mechanisms underlying stability were determined by obtaining a 
fitting the protein stability curve for each ancestor. Despite a smooth trend in stability, the 
mechanisms that tune stability fluctuated—a phenomena coined “thermodynamic system drift”. 
It appears that despite having phenotypic constraints such as stability, protein have a wide 
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latitude to explore sequence space to generate a diversity of properties and evolutionary paths. 
The complete manuscript of this study is published in Hart et al. PLoS Biology 2014.56    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.7: Phylogenetic tree of the bacterial ribonuclease H family 
Phylogenetic tree generated from an alignment of 409 bacterial RNase H sequences. The tree 
was rooted using archaeal RNases H. This tree was used to reconstruct the ancestral sequences, 
and ancestors at select nodes (in stars) were chosen for characterization. The mesophilic lineage 
leading to E. coli RNase H is highlighted in blue, and the thermophilic lineage leading to T. 
thermophilus RNase H is highlighted in red. Numbers (1-3) and letters (A-D) represent names of 
ancestors reconstructed. This figure is adapted from Hart et al. PloS Biology 2014.56 
 
 

Figure 1.8: Divergent trend in 
thermostability in the evolutionary history 
of RNase H 
Melting temperature (Tm) of the reconstructed 
ancestors plotted over evolutionary distance. 
Thermostability increases in the thermophilic 
lineage and decreases in the mesophilic 
lineage. Anc1, the last common ancestor 
between ecRNH and ttRNH is in black. 
Ancestors and homologs along the 
thermophilic and mesophilic lineage are in red 
and blue, respectively. The Tms of ten 
alternate reconstructions of Anc1 indicate that 
thermostability is robust to reconstruction 
uncertainty. This figure is adapted from Hart 
et al. PloS Biology 2014.56 
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1.8  Summary of thesis work 
 
Ancestral Sequence Reconstruction of the RNase H family generated a series of ancestral 
proteins spanning the lineages of E. coli and T. thermophilus RNase H. The stabilities of these 
ancestral proteins reveal a striking trend, informing us of how energetics of the native state 
changed mechanistically over time. How does the rest of the energy landscape change over 
evolution? How conserved is the three-state folding pathway? How do folding rates change over 
time and what are the constraints on folding—do proteins evolve to fold faster? How are kinetic 
barriers between conformations affected by evolutionary mutations? How sensitive are structures 
of partially folded states to mutations? These are all important questions to fully understand how 
evolutionary processes affect the properties of proteins, but have not been quantitatively and 
comprehensively studied to date.  
 
In my dissertation, I specifically address the following questions: How do the stabilities, rates, 
and conformations of a protein’s energy landscape change over time? What do those insights 
reveal about how proteins evolve and how protein properties are encoded? 
 
 
Chapter 2 
The folding and unfolding of ancestral RNases H is characterized by relaxation kinetics and 
globally analyzed to obtain the thermodynamic and kinetic parameters of the folding landscape. I 
use stopped-flow circular dichrosim spectroscopy to monitor the folding of ancestral RNases H 
and apply a global kinetic analysis to show that all of the ancestral RNase H fold via an 
intermediate. Thus, the three-state folding pathway of RNase H is conserved over ~three billions 
years of evolution. I also show that there are clear trends in the folding and unfolding rates across 
evolutionary timescales. Both folding rates and unfolding rates decrease in the two lineages, 
resulting in modern proteins with significantly longer lifetimes in the native state. The parallel 
trends in kinetics are strikingly different from the divergent trends in thermodynamic stability, 
and I show how the conserved folding intermediate uncouples the energy landscape to allow 
kinetic barriers to change independently from free energies. This is the first time that the folding 
trajectories of ancestral proteins were studied and the first to demonstrate experimentally 
characterized evolutionary trends in the folding and unfolding kinetics of a protein. This work 
was published in Lim SA, Hart KM, Harms MJ, Marqusee S. 2016. Evolutionary trend towards 
kinetic stability in the folding trajectory of RNases H. Proceedings of the National Academy of 
Sciences U.S.A. 113(46):13045-13050.  
 
 
Chapter 3 
In this chapter, I use pulsed-labeling hydrogen exchange monitored by mass spectrometry (HX-
MS) to show that the earliest folding steps of RNase H are malleable over evolutionary time. In 
collaboration with Eric Bolin, a fellow graduate student in the Marqusee Lab, and with the 
support of the Englander Lab at University of Pennsylvania who pioneered this technique, we 
developed a pulsed-labeling HX-MS platform in the lab. Pulsed-labeling HX-MS data of T. 
thermophilus RNase H obtained by Eric Bolin confirmed that like E. coli RNase H, the folding 
intermediate involves the core region of the protein. However, the conformations adopted by T. 
thermophilus RNase H leading up to the folding intermediate differ from those of E. coli RNase 
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H. Folding is initiated by a different helix comprising the core, revealing a novel difference in 
the folding pathway of these two homologs. I use pulsed-labeling HX-MS to systematically 
obtain near-amino acid structural information on the conformations of ancestral RNases H during 
folding. The major folding intermediate is structurally conserved across the ancestors. However, 
there are differences in the earliest steps in folding, with some ancestors nucleating folding like 
ttRNH and others like ecRNH. This switch in the folding trajectory across the RNase H lineage 
helps us identify a parameter—intrinsic helicity—that correlates with the earliest folding steps of 
RNase H, and we use engineered mutations to show that tuning intrinsic helicity can alter the 
folding pathway of RNase H.  
 
 
Chapter 4 
Here, I use fragment models of the RNase H folding intermediate to study evolutionary 
implications of another conformational difference between E. coli and T. thermophilus RNase H. 
A recent study by Laura Rosen, a former graduate student in the lab, showed that the first β-
strand of RNase H is involved in the core folding intermediate of ttRNH, but not of ecRNH. 
Pulsed-labeling HX results (outlined in Chapter 3) was not an effective probe to determine 
whether the first β-strand was involved in the folding intermediate. The folding intermediate is a 
transiently formed species that is difficult to capture and study under equilibrium conditions. 
Therefore, I made two different fragment mimics of the folding intermediate for each ancestor- 
either with or without the first β-strand. I measured the stabilities of these fragments to determine 
which model best fits the structure of the kinetic folding intermediate. By doing so, I determine 
whether the first β-strand is involved in the folding intermediate for each ancestor and show that 
there is a trend across the ancestors. The involvement of the first β-strand is an ancestral feature 
that is maintained in the thermophilic lineage and gradually lost in the mesophilic lineage. This 
results in two RNase H homologs with different conformations on their folding landscape, and 
shows how the conformational space of proteins can change over evolutionary timescales. This 
work was published in Lim SA, Marqusee S. 2017. The burst-phase folding intermediate of 
ribonuclease H changes conformation over evolutionary history. Biopolymers. e23086.  
 
 
Chapter 5 
In this chapter, we move beyond the evolutionary history of the RNase H family and examine 
whether there are global trends in the evolution of protein properties. In a joint effort with the 
Harms Lab, we conduct a meta-analysis by analyzing data from multiple protein families that 
have been studied with ancestral sequence reconstruction. We specifically investigate whether 
there are any evolutionary trends in thermostability and substrate specificity. We chose these two 
properties because they have been experimentally measured across multiple ASR studies, and 
there were reports that ancestral proteins tend to be more thermostable and also more 
promiscuous. Additionally, both of these properties are also of interest to protein engineering. 
We assess how generalizable trends in stability and specificity are by normalizing data across 
studies and conducting a global analysis of across a variety of protein families. We find that 
there is evidence for increased thermostability in ancestral proteins. However, we also highlight 
the complexity and variability in this trend and assess whether this trend is a result of biases in 
the reconstruction or reflect a true evolutionary trend. For specificity, we find that studies on 
ancestral proteins have reached a variety of conclusions and models, and we conclude it would 
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be difficult to resolve a global evolutionary trend in specificity at this point. This work was 
published in Wheeler LC*, Lim SA*, Harms MJ, Marqusee S. 2016. The thermostability and 
specificity of ancient proteins. Curr. Op. Struct. Biol. 38, 3-43. *co-first authors 
 
 
Chapter 6 
In the final chapter, I will discuss ongoing work where we expand our study of ancestral proteins 
of RNase H towards different applications. In a joint project with Charlotte Nixon, a fellow 
graduate student in the lab, I compare the properties of ancestral proteins with consensus proteins 
of RNase H. ASR and consensus both derive information from a multiple sequence alignment of 
homologs, and there have been claims that these two methods are similar or that ASR has a bias 
towards the consensus. I take this opportunity to show that for RNase H, ancestral and consensus 
proteins have quite different properties and that consensus RNases H are not well behaved. We 
extend this study by generating different variations of consensus proteins, where the nature of the 
input sequences used to generate the consensus (such as the number and diversity of the 
homologs) are modulated. I use these consensus variants to show how the properties of 
consensus proteins can be tuned and how co-evolutionary information can be incorporated into 
protein engineering and design. I also discuss a project to study the fitness of ancestral proteins 
in modern-day E. coli. I show that ancestral RNases H are functional in vivo. The results are 
preliminary, but I hope that this work lays the groundwork for new efforts to understand 
evolutionary paths in sequence space, and perhaps even “re-play” evolution by directed 
evolution of ancestral proteins. Finally, I introduce preliminary work on a new project (also in 
collaboration with Charlotte Nixon) where we study the evolutionary history of a new protein 
family with an unusual energy landscape, the α-lytic protease family.  
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Chapter 2  
Evolutionary trend towards kinetic stability in the folding 
trajectory of ribonuclease H 
 
This chapter is adapted from the paper: 
Lim SA, Hart KM, Harms MJ, Marqusee S. 2016. Evolutionary trend towards kinetic stability in 
the folding trajectory of RNases H. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences U.S.A. 
113(46):13045-13050.  
 
 
2.1  Abstract 
 
Proper folding of proteins is critical to producing the biological machinery essential for cellular 
function. The rates and energetics of a protein’s folding process, which is described by its energy 
landscape, are encoded in the amino acid sequence. Over the course of evolution, this landscape 
must be maintained such that the protein folds and remains folded over a biologically relevant 
time scale. How exactly a protein’s energy landscape is maintained or altered throughout 
evolution is unclear. To study how a protein’s energy landscape changed over time, we 
characterized the folding trajectories of ancestral proteins of the ribonuclease H (RNase H) 
family by using ancestral sequence reconstruction to access the evolutionary history between 
RNases H from mesophilic and thermophilic bacteria. We find that despite large sequence 
divergence, the overall folding pathway is conserved over billions of years of evolution. There 
are robust trends in the rates of protein folding and unfolding; both modern RNases H evolved to 
be more kinetically stable than their most recent common ancestor. Lastly, our study 
demonstrates how a partially folded intermediate provides a readily adaptable folding landscape 
by allowing the independent tuning of kinetics and thermodynamics. 
 
 
2.2  Introduction 
 
Since most proteins need to fold to function, there must be selective pressures for efficient 
folding and maintenance of structure. While many studies have investigated the evolution of 
protein function, a detailed understanding of the evolutionary constraints on protein folding is 
lacking.  
 
The amino-acid sequence of a protein encodes its energy landscape, which determines a protein’s 
folding trajectory – its mechanism, rates, and energetics.1 Thus, the energy landscape defines a 
protein’s ability to fold in a biologically reasonable time scale, avoid misfolding, and prevent 
frequent unfolding – all likely important for the overall fitness of an organism. Indeed, many 
studies have proposed how protein folding might affect molecular evolution;2–8 and in sum, there 
is growing evidence that folding pathways and their associated kinetics and energetics are 
evolutionarily constrained. To date, however, there is little experimental evidence detailing how 
folding properties have changed throughout evolution. Are there trends in the folding mechanism 
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or rates? Which aspects of the folding mechanism have been conserved, and how have they 
played a role in the evolution of modern-day homologs? We might naively expect folding to 
optimize, so that modern proteins generally fold faster than their ancestors. Or perhaps, the 
energetics of the folding landscape evolved to avoid kinetic traps or misfolded states. If 
maintaining the folded state is important for fitness, we might expect an improvement in kinetic 
stability over time, although a folded state that is too stable might be detrimental for 
conformational dynamics. These insights, and others, are critical for our understanding of how 
evolutionary forces affect the properties of proteins, including folding.  
 
To evaluate these hypotheses and others, one needs direct access to the evolutionary history of a 
protein. While comparing sequences and properties of extant homologs has enriched our 
understanding of protein folding, it does not directly access the evolutionary history that 
generated these homologs.9–11 These comparative studies are also often limited by epistatic 
effects which complicate the identification of sequence determinants and mechanisms.12,13 More 
importantly, these extant homologs can only reveal the outcomes of an evolutionary process, and 
not the mechanism by which different properties arose from a common ancestral state.14 
 
In contrast, ancestral sequence reconstruction (ASR) allows direct interrogation of a protein’s 
history by using evolutionary relationships and sequences of modern homologs to statistically 
infer ancestral states within a family’s phylogenetic tree.12–14 Characterizing these ancestral 
proteins will reveal trends in folding properties and also help identify the evolutionary demands 
on folding. Additionally, ASR provides a constellation of proteins that differ systematically in 
sequence and folding properties, which can shed light on sequence determinants of the folding 
landscape. This information can then be used to engineer proteins with desired folding 
properties. ASR has already provided important insights into evolutionary trends in stability, 
specificity, and other biophysical properties.12–20  
 
Previously, we used ASR to study the thermostability of the ribonuclease H (RNase H) family 
and demonstrated divergent trends in thermostability along mesophilic and thermophilic 
lineages.16 Here, we have examined the folding mechanism and associated rates of these 
reconstructed ancestral RNases H. The folding pathway of the two extant homologs, E. coli 
RNase H (ecRNH) and T. thermophilus RNase H (ttRNH) are well characterized – the observed 
kinetics for both can be modeled using a three-state folding pathway with an on-pathway 
partially-folded intermediate (U ⇋ I ⇋ N).21–23 We now find that this overall three-state folding 
pathway is preserved over billions of years of evolution. Surprisingly, the last common ancestor 
of ecRNH and ttRNH folds and unfolds faster than the modern descendants, with decreasing 
trends in both the folding and unfolding rates along mesophilic and thermophilic lineages. Thus, 
although the thermodynamic stabilities diverge between the two lineages, kinetic stability 
increases along both. The presence of the folding intermediate permits this paradoxical 
uncoupling of thermodynamics and kinetics, allowing for independent modulation of unfolding 
rates and global stabilities. 
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2.3  Results 
 
2.3.1 Seven Ancestral Sequences of Ribonuclease H  
We evaluated the folding and unfolding kinetics of seven ancestral proteins of the RNase H 
family along the lineages of mesophilic E. coli RNase H (ecRNH) and thermophilic T. 
thermophilus RNase H (ttRNH). Anc1 is the last common ancestor between ecRNH and ttRNH. 
AncA, AncB, AncC, AncD are ancestors along the mesophilic lineage and Anc2 and Anc3 are 
ancestors along the thermophilic lineage (Figure 2.1). The thermostabilities of these ancestors 
have pronounced divergent trends, with Tm increasing along the thermophilic lineage and 
decreasing along the mesophilic lineage.16 Because the folding landscapes of both extant proteins 
have been extensively characterized in the cysteine-free background,21,23 we engineered cysteine-
free variants of the ancestral proteins (cysteine-free variants are denoted with an asterisk after its 
name) (For sequence, see 2.8- Appendix). The absence of cysteines does not affect RNase H 
activity,24 and circular dichroism (CD) spectra of the ancestors show that the mutations do not 
perturb the overall fold (Figure 2.2A). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Phylogenetic tree of the reconstructed RNase H family.  
Figure adapted from Hart et al. PLoS Biology 2014.16 Branches are labeled with their branch 
lengths (average number of substitutions per site). Circles represent the reconstructed RNase H 
ancestors. Anc1 is the last common ancestor between ecRNH and ttRNH. Two ancestors (Anc2, 
Anc3) exist along the thermophilic lineage leading to ttRNH. Four ancestors (AncA, AncB, 
AncC, AncD) exist along the mesophilic lineage leading to ecRNH. 
 
 
2.3.2 Divergent trends in global stability of ancestral RNases H 
In order to compare to our kinetic studies, the stability of each ancestral protein was determined 
by equilibrium urea denaturation monitored by CD spectroscopy at 222 nm at 25°C. All proteins 
show a cooperative transition and were fit by a two-state linear extrapolation model (Figure 
2.2B).25 A two-state fit of AncB* revealed a lower m-value (the dependence of ΔGunf on [urea]) 
than expected for RNase H, and further kinetic analysis (see below) revealed that this protein is 
three-state at equilibrium, with a notable population of the canonical RNase H folding 
intermediate (Figure 2.7).26 Therefore the global stability of AncB* was determined from a 
three-state fit of the kinetic data (see below) (Figure 2.7). In sum, these results show the same 
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trends in stability (ΔGunf) previously obtained via thermal and guanidinium chloride 
denaturation: Anc1* has a stability in between that of ecRNH* and ttRNH*, and ΔGunf gradually 
increases along the thermophilic lineage to ttRNH*.16 In the mesophilic lineage, there is an initial 
drop in ΔGunf, which is then maintained throughout the lineage to ecRNH* (Figure 2.2C).   
 

 
 
Figure 2.2: Ancestral proteins are well folded and display divergent trends in global 
stability. 
A) CD spectra of ancestral and extant proteins. B) Urea denaturation melts of ancestral proteins 
fitted to a two-state linear extrapolation model and plotted as fraction folded vs [urea]. C) ΔGunf 
obtained from a two-state fit of the urea denaturation melts plotted over evolutionary distance. 
Red: thermophilic lineage. Blue: mesophilic lineage. Black: Anc1*. Grey triangles: Alternate 
sequences of Anc1*. For AncB*, ΔGunf  calculated from the global fit from kinetic data is plotted, 
as AncB* does not display two-state behavior at equilibrium (Figure 2.7). 
 
 
2.3.3 Conservation of the three-state folding pathway  
To characterize the folding mechanism of the ancestral RNases H, we monitored the folding and 
unfolding kinetics as a function of [urea] by CD spectroscopy, using both stopped-flow and 
manual mixing techniques. At low [urea], all ancestors showed a large signal change (burst 
phase) within the dead time of the stopped-flow (~15 msecs), followed by a slower observable 
phase which fit well by a single exponential (Figure 2.3). This burst phase amplitude is 
indicative of a folding intermediate, consistent with the three-state folding model of ecRNH* and 
ttRNH*.21,23 All unfolding data were accounted for by a single observable exponential phase. 
The resulting chevron plots (ln(kobs) vs [urea]) show the classic rollover at low [urea] due to the 
presence of a stable folding intermediate (Figure 2.4A, Figure 2.5, Figure 2.6, Figure 2.7).27 The 
denaturant dependence of the burst-phase amplitude and the final amplitude yielded a 
cooperative transition for the folding intermediate and native state, respectively (Figure 2.4B, 
Figure 2.5, Figure 2.6, Figure 2.7). We globally fit the burst phase amplitude, final amplitude, 
and observed rates of each ancestor to a three-state on-pathway model to extract kinetic and 
thermodynamic parameters of the folding landscape (Figure 2.4, Figure 2.5, Figure 2.6, Figure 
2.7) (Table 2.1).27 Remarkably, all of the ancestors fit well by this model, indicating that the 
overall folding trajectory of RNase H is robust over billions of years of evolution. 
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Figure 2.3: Folding kinetics of Anc1* 
Sample kinetic trace of Anc1* folding in 3.3 M [urea]. There is a large burst phase that forms 
within the dead time of the stop-flow instrument. Black dots: observed CD signal. Red line: fit of 
the observed kinetic phase to a single exponential. Red arrow: expected CD signal for unfolded 
Anc1*. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4: Anc1* folds through a three-state pathway with a folding intermediate.  
A) Chevron plot of Anc1*. The red line is a global fit to a three-state model. Previously 
published chevron plots of ecRNH* (blue) and ttRNH* (orange) are also shown.21,23 B) Urea-
dependence of the burst phase amplitude (data: grey triangle, fit: green line) and final amplitude 
(data: black circles, fit: blue line) of Anc1*, globally fit to a three-state model. 
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Figure 2.5: Chevron plot of ancestral RNases H.  
Chevron plot of ancestral proteins along the (A) mesophilic and (B) thermophilic lineages. The 
published chevrons for ecRNH* and ttRNH* are also shown in (A) and (B), respectively.21,23  
 
 
Table 2.1: Kinetic and thermodynamic parameters of ancestral RNase H 

 ttRNH*‡ Anc3* Anc2* Anc1* 
Equilibrium Data     
ΔGunf (kcal mol-1) 12.8 12.5 ± 0.3 10.5 ± 0.4 10.2 ± 0.2 

munf (kcal mol-1 M-1) 2.0 1.85 ± 0.04 1.95 ± 0.04 1.91 ± 0.03 
Cm (M) 6.4 6.71 ± 0.01 5.38 ± 0.01 5.34 ± 0.06 

 
Kinetic Data 

    

kIN (sec-1) 0.6 ± 0.1 4.1 ± 1.1 14.1 ± 5.8 10.4 ± 2.3 
mIN (kcal mol-1 M-1) 0.36 ± 0.04 0.26 ± 0.06 0.31 ± 0.10 0.21 ± 0.06 

kNI (sec-1) 4 ± 6e-6 2.1 ± 1.1e-4 1.1 ± 0.5e-3 1.6 ± 0.5e-3 

mNI (kcal mol-1 M-1) -0.4 ± 0.1 -0.24 ± 0.08 -0.23 ± 0.04 -0.25 ± 0.03 
ΔGUI (kcal mol-1) 6.2 ± 0.9 5.9 ± 0.7 4.6 ± 0.8 5.2 ± 0.4 

mUI (kcal mol-1 M-1) 1.2 ± 0.2 1.37 ± 0.09 1.41 ± 0.12 1.40 ± 0.08 
ΔGunf (kcal mol-1) 13 ± 1 11.7 ± 0.9 10.2 ± 1.0 10.4 ± 0.6 

munf (kcal mol-1 M-1) 2.0 ± 0.2 1.87 ± 0.13 1.95 ± 0.16 1.86 ± 0.10 
 
 

 AncA* AncB* AncC* AncD* ecRNH*‡‡ 
Equilibrium Data      
ΔGunf (kcal mol-1) 9.4 ± 0.2 8.6 ± 0.1 9.3 ± 0.4 9.3 ± 0.3 9.7 ± 0.4 

munf (kcal mol-1 M-1) 2.22 ± 0.10 1.76 ± 0.01 2.21 ± 0.13 2.20 ± 0.18 2.10 ± 0.09 
Cm (M) 4.17 ± 0.09 4.89 ± 0.02 4.12 ± 0.04 4.23 ± 0.04 4.62 ± 0.04 

 
Kinetic Data 

     

kIN (sec-1) 9.7 ± 3.5 0.77 ± 0.11 2.8 ± 0.9 0.13 ± 0.05 0.74 ± 0.02 
mIN (kcal mol-1 M-1) 0.50 ± 0.15 0.43 ± 0.03 0.47 ± 0.10 0.45 ± 0.12 0.45 ± 0.01 

kNI (sec-1) 2.4 ± 0.7e-4 1.1 ± 0.4e-4 1.7 ± 0.6e-4 7.3 ± 2.5e-6 1.7 ± 0.1e-5 

mNI (kcal mol-1 M-1) -0.35 ± 0.05 -0.40 ± 0.03 -0.39 ± 0.04 -0.41 ± 0.03 -0.42 ± 0.03 
ΔGUI (kcal mol-1) 2.4 ± 0.3 3.8 ± 0.8 3.9 ± 0.9 3.6 ± 0.7 3.5 ± 0.1 

mUI (kcal mol-1 M-1) 1.37 ± 0.20 0.96 ± 0.10 1.34 ± 0.17 1.39 ± 0.13 1.24 ± 0.08 
ΔGunf (kcal mol-1) 8.7 ± 0.6 9.1 ± 0.9 9.7 ± 1.0 9.4 ± 0.9 9.9 ± 0.1 

munf (kcal mol-1 M-1) 2.21 ± 0.25 1.79 ± 0.11 2.23 ± 0.20 2.25 ± 0.18 2.11 ± 0.09 
 
Errors are in S.D. ‡ From Hollien et al. J. Mol. Biol. 2002.21  ‡‡ From Raschke et al. Nat. Struct. Biol. 1997.23 
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Figure 2.6: Global fit of ancestral RNase H kinetic data to three-state model  
The burst phase amplitude (data: grey triangle, fit: green line), final amplitude (data: black 
square, fit: blue line) and observed rates (data: black circle, fit: red line) of each ancestral protein 
were globally fit to a three-state on-pathway model to extract the kinetic and thermodynamic 
parameters of the folding landscape.	  
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Figure 2.7: Global fit of ancestral RNase H kinetic data to three-state model  
The burst phase amplitude (data: grey triangle, fit: green line), final amplitude (data: black 
square, fit: blue line) and observed rates (data: black circle, fit: red line) of each ancestral protein 
were globally fit to a three-state on-pathway model to extract the kinetic and thermodynamic 
parameters of the folding landscape.	  
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2.3.4 Folding and unfolding rates are robust to reconstruction uncertainty 
A reconstructed ancestor is an inferred maximum likelihood (ML) sequence based on a 
phylogenetic relationship of extant proteins and thus, cannot be verified to be the true ancestral 
sequence at the phylogenetic node. As such, it is important to address whether uncertainty in 
ASR affects our measured biophysical parameters. Many ASR studies have addressed the effect 
of uncertainty by a variety of approaches, and, in general, the measured parameters have proven 
robust.15–19,28–31 For the RNase H family, we generated alternative sequences of the last common 
ancestor, Anc1*, which had the highest uncertainty of all the reconstructed ancestors.16 The 
alternate sequences were sampled from the posterior probability and have between 3 and 11 
amino acid changes from the ML sequence. Previously, we found that thermostability was 
robust, as the alternative Anc1 proteins had similar Tms to the ML Anc1 protein.16 To assess how 
uncertainty affects folding, we obtained urea melts and chevrons of these alternative Anc1* 
proteins (Figure 2.8) (Table 2.2). The kinetics and thermodynamic properties were very similar 
to those obtained for the ML Anc1* (Figure 2.2C, Figure 2.8) (Table 2.2). Thus, the properties of 
the RNase H folding landscape appear robust to the reconstruction.  
 

 
 
Figure 2.8: Alternate sequences of Anc1* have similar thermodynamic and kinetic 
properties to the maximum likelihood Anc1* 
A) CD spectra of alternate sequences of Anc1* 
B) Urea denaturation melts of five alternate sequences of Anc1* fitted to a two-state equilibrium 
model and plotted as fraction folded vs [urea].  
C) Chevron plot (ln(kobs) vs [urea]) of five alternate sequences of Anc1* 
 
Table 2.2: Kinetic and thermodynamic parameters of alternate sequences of Anc1* 

 Alt0* Alt3* Alt5* Alt6* Alt9* 
Equilibrium Data      
ΔGunf (kcal mol-1) 9.8 ± 0.1 10.4 ± 0.3 10.3 ± 0.3 9.8 ± 0.4 10.0 ± 0.5 

munf(kcal mol-1 M-1) 1.76 ± 0.03 1.72 ± 0.03 1.61 ± 0.05 1.73 ± 0.10 1.83 ± 0.10 
Cm (M) 5.59 ± 0.06 6.07 ± 0.05 6.42 ± 0.04 5.63 ± 0.06 5.44 ± 0.08 

 
Kinetic Data 

     

kIN (sec-1) 6.6 ± 2.6 7.9 ± 1.2 5.9 ± 1.0 5.5 ± 0.9 4.2 ± 0.8 
mIN (kcal mol-1 M-1) 0.14 ± 0.10 0.14 ± 0.10 0.10 ± 0.04 0.11 ± 0.15 0.09 ± 0.04 

kNI (sec-1) 4.3 ± 2.9e-4 5.8 ± 5.0e-4 6.4 ± 1.5e-4 5.5 ± 4.2e-4 4.8 ± 4.1e-4 

mNI (kcal mol-1 M-1) -0.29 ± 0.06 -0.24 ± 0.07 -0.27 ± 0.06 -0.22 ± 0.06 -0.29 ± 0.07 
ΔGUI (kcal mol-1) 4.8 ± 0.6  4.7 ± 0.4 5.4 ± 0.3 4.8 ± 0.5 5.1 ± 0.4 

mUI (kcal mol-1 M-1) 1.44 ± 0.13 1.33 ± 0.08 1.45 ± 0.10 1.50 ± 0.09 1.52 ± 0.14 
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2.3.5 The rate-limiting barrier increases over evolutionary time 
There are clear evolutionary trends in folding and unfolding kinetics. The rate constant to cross 
the rate-limiting barrier decreases over evolutionary time in both the folding and unfolding 
direction. Notably, this occurs along both the mesophilic and thermophilic lineages (Figure 2.9). 
Anc1*, the last common ancestor, folds and unfolds significantly faster than the extant proteins. 
In the mesophilic lineage, there is a 14-fold decrease in the folding rate constant (kIN) and a 96-
fold decrease in the unfolding rate constant (kNI) over the rate-limiting barrier. Similarly, in the 
thermophilic lineage, there is a 17-fold and 400-fold decrease in the folding and unfolding rate 
constants, respectively. The decrease in unfolding rate is particularly interesting, as it means the 
extant proteins, ecRNH* and ttRNH*, are significantly more kinetically stable than their 
common ancestor. This universal decrease in the folding and unfolding rates along the two 
lineages contrasts the divergent trend observed for global stability.  
 

 
 
Figure 2.9: Evolutionary trends in kinetic and thermodynamic parameters of the RNase H 
folding landscape.  
A) Three-state energy landscape of RNase H. U: unfolded state. I: folding intermediate. N: 
native state. kIN: folding rate constant over the rate-limiting barrier. kNI: unfolding rate constant 
over the rate-limiting barrier. Red circles: mesophilic lineage. Blue circles: thermophilic lineage. 
Black circle: Anc1*. Grey triangles: Alternate sequences of Anc1*. B) Folding rate constant over 
evolutionary time. C) Unfolding rate constant over evolutionary time. D) Correlation of changes 
in the stability of the intermediate to changes in global stability. E) Correlation of changes in the 
rate-limiting barrier to changes in global stability.  
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The observed trends in folding and unfolding kinetics are derived from experiments carried out 
at 25°C, yet the environmental growth temperatures likely vary across the ancestors. 
Unfortunately, extrapolation of folding and unfolding rates to different temperatures is non-
trivial, as the temperature dependence of the folding and unfolding rates is unknown. However, 
we have reason to believe that RNases H have similar global stabilities at their functioning 
temperature.16,32 At 37°C, ecRNH has a stability of ΔGunf = 6.8 kcal mol-1 and at 68°C, ttRNH 
has a stability ΔGunf = 5.6 kcal mol-1. We therefore chose the average of the two, ΔGunf = 6.2 kcal 
mol-1 and calculated folding and unfolding rates for each ancestor under conditions where their 
stabilities are the same (Figure 2.10). We find that the trends in folding and unfolding rates are 
present whether the analysis is done at the same temperature (25°C) or same stability (6.2 kcal 
mol-1).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.10: Trends in folding and unfolding rates at an iso-stability point, ΔGunf = 6.2 kcal 
mol-1 
A) Folding rate constant kIN when ΔGunf = 6.2 kcal mol-1 over evolutionary time. B) Unfolding 
rate constant kNI when ΔGunf = 6.2 kcal mol-1 over evolutionary time.  
 
 
2.4  Discussion 
 
In this study, we utilized ASR to investigate how a protein’s folding pathway evolved. Since 
protein folding is crucial to proper cellular function,33 we reasoned that there are selective 
pressures that shape how proteins fold and that such pressures may result in evolutionary trends 
in folding mechanisms or rates. Therefore, we characterized the folding properties of ancestral 
proteins of the RNase H family. We find that the overall RNase H folding trajectory is 
remarkably robust to sequence changes and is maintained throughout billions of years of 
evolution. Strikingly, both lineages evolve to fold and unfold more slowly, resulting in more 
kinetically stable extant proteins.  
 
2.4.1 The evolution of kinetic stability in the RNase H family 
Modern RNases H are more kinetically stable than their ancestors, as evidenced by a >100-fold 
decrease in the unfolding rate relative to their common ancestor. For both RNase H lineages, the 
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evolution of kinetic stability was achieved by decreasing the unfolding rate while either 
increasing (thermophilic lineage) or decreasing (mesophilic lineage) thermodynamic stability. 
This pattern may be the result of selection to increase kinetic stability over time. Kinetic stability 
would prevent frequent access to the unfolded state, particularly critical in the presence of 
competing kinetics processes such as aggregation and proteolysis, and has been proposed to be a 
biophysical parameter under selection.34,35 The biological function and lifetime of proteins in 
vivo has been linked to their degree of kinetic stability,36,37 and particularly high unfolding 
barriers have been observed for proteins that reside in harsh conditions.38–40 The observed trend 
might also arise from selection for other traits linked to kinetic stability.   
 
Additionally, we observe a smaller decrease in the folding rate in both the thermophilic and 
mesophilic lineages. While the extant homologs fold ~10-fold slower than their common 
ancestor, they still fold efficiently and reversibly, reaching their native folded state within 
seconds. It is possible that changes in the folding rate may well be a result of neutral driftc and 
there may not be a selective pressure to optimize folding rates beyond a biologically necessary 
range.8,41 Modern proteins can be computationally redesigned to fold faster, showing that their 
folding rates have not been maximized over evolution.42 Nevertheless, the observed directional 
trend in the folding rate, rather than a random scatter, suggests some selective pressure that either 
directly or indirectly affects folding rate.  Alternatively, it could be that random mutations 
generally decrease folding rate, similar to how mutations, in general, destabilize proteins.43 There 
have been limited studies on the evolution of folding rates,4 and additional work across a large 
number of protein families would be needed to establish generalizable trends. 
 
2.4.2 A folding intermediate uncouples kinetics and thermodynamics 
All of the RNase H ancestors fold via a three-state pathway with an intermediate that forms 
within the dead time of our stop-flow instrument. Given that such intermediates are marginally 
stable and readily perturbed by mutations,44,45 this conservation is significant. In fact, a single 
amino acid change (I53D) is known to destabilize the intermediate of ecRNH* such that it is no 
longer populated and the protein folds, albeit very slowly, through a two-state mechanism.45 The 
presence and the energetics of such folding intermediates can have a large impact on folding 
rates,10,45,46 and in addition, these partially folded states can be gateways for misfolding and 
aggregation.47 Whether folding intermediates are productive or counterproductive for folding has 
been under debate, and for these reasons, it has been suggested that proteins would evolve to fold 
cooperatively in a two-state manner.48 
 
Why then, does the RNase H folding intermediate persist over evolution? Our results show that 
the intermediate allows for sequence changes to tune the height of the rate-limiting barrier 
independently from global thermodynamic stability. For a simple protein folding through a two-
state pathway, changes in thermodynamic stability are directly reflected in the kinetics (ΔGunf = -
RT*ln(ku/kf)). For the three-state pathway observed for RNase H, the outcome is more complex, 
as the stability of the partially folded intermediate can change independently of the rate-limiting 
barrier. Global stability will thus be the sum of the stability of the intermediate (ΔGUI) and the 
log ratio of the folding and unfolding rates over the rate-limiting barrier (ΔGunf = ΔGUI + -
RT*ln(kNI/kIN)) (Figure 2.9A). Since we observe a decrease in both rate constants, kIN and kNI, 
along the two RNase H lineages, we find that thermodynamic stability of the folding 
intermediate is primarily responsible for the divergent trend in global stability. As such, changes 
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in global stability strongly correlate with changes in the intermediate stability (Figure 2.9D), 
while there is only a weak correlation to stability changes contributed by the rate-limiting step 
(Figure 2.9E). Thus, the physical chemistry of the three-state energy landscape allows 
independent modulation of the height of the unfolding barrier and global stability to yielded 
parallel trends in kinetics across lineages where thermodynamic stability diverges. The presence 
of a folding intermediate, despite decreasing cooperativity and introducing roughness in the 
landscape, may be evolutionarily beneficial as it allows for independent response of the 
landscape to different selective pressures on kinetics and thermodynamics.  
 
2.4.3 ASR as a tool to decipher the role of sequence and topology on folding 
All of the RNase H proteins in our study retain the canonical RNase H fold and fold through a 
three-state pathway.16 This is consistent with suggestions that topology, rather than sequence is 
likely the determinant of the folding trajectory for this protein,49 and possibly, proteins in 
general.50 Additionally, the robust folding of the RNase H ancestors is consistent with evidence 
that ASR generates proteins of evolutionary significance unlike consensus proteins, which, 
despite being likened to ancestral proteins, have been found to fold poorly in some instances.18,51  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.11: Sequence identity of RNase H proteins for core region or periphery region 
A) Crystal structure of E. coli RNase H (PDB: 2RN2). In blue is the “core” region of the protein, 
which includes Helix A-D and Strands 4 and 5 and corresponds to residues 43 to 121. In grey is 
the periphery region of the protein, which includes Helix E and Strands 4 and 5 and corresponds 
to residues 1 to 42 and 122 to 155. B) Pairwise percent sequence identity of RNase H homologs 
and ancestors for the core (bottom left) and the periphery (upper right) region. The core and 
periphery regions for each RNase H sequence were determined from a multiple sequence 
alignment using the E. coli RNase H residues as cutoffs. 
 
 
Previous work on extant RNases H established that the “core” region of the protein (helices A-D 
and strands 4 and 5) folds early and is structured in the intermediate, while the periphery (strands 
1-3 and helix E) remains unfolded until the rate-limiting step (Figure 2.11).23,52–54 Although our 
kinetic studies in this paper do not reveal structural information about the folding intermediate, 
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this region is highly conserved in sequence, so we anticipate that the same “core” comprises the 
folding intermediate for all of the ancestral proteins (Figure 2.11). Even so, it is likely that there 
are at least small changes in the structure of the folding intermediate, as indicated by the small 
variation in the kinetic m-values across the ancestors (Table 2.1). Techniques such as pulsed-
labeling hydrogen exchange will be important to identify any differences in the acquisition of 
structure during folding.54. 
 
Additionally, the observed “decoupling” of kinetics and thermodynamics implies that there must 
be sequence changes that affect the transition state without affecting other features of the 
landscape, and vice versa. Changes in the unfolding m-value indicate that not just the height but 
the position of the transition state may shift over evolution. Identifying sequences that 
differentially alter particular features of the folding landscape will help us understand how 
folding is encoded in the sequence and provide tools to engineer specific features of the folding 
landscape.  
 
 
2.5  Conclusion 
 
In summary, by coupling ASR with biophysical characterization, we determined the evolutionary 
history of a protein’s folding trajectory. The folding intermediate plays a critical role in the 
RNase H family by decoupling changes in thermodynamic and kinetic stabilities, and presents a 
possible adaptive advantage for partially folded states. There are robust trends in the unfolding 
rates and folding rates, which may reflect constraints on the energy landscape, and it will be 
intriguing in the future to investigate how they contribute to organismal fitness. Our findings lay 
a foundation for the identification of evolutionary pressures that drive the emergence of specific 
biophysical properties. 
 
 
2.6 Materials and Methods 
 
2.6.1 Expression and purification of RNase H ancestors 
The cysteine-free variants of RNase H ancestors were generated by site-directed mutagenesis and 
were sequence verified by Sanger sequencing. See Chapter 2 Appendix (Section 2.8) for full 
sequences of protein studied. 
 
The proteins were expressed and purified as previously described.23 Briefly, the protein of 
interest was expressed in E. coli Rosetta2-PLysS at 37°C. Protein expression was induced in 
mid-log phase (OD600nm = 0.6) with 1 mM IPTG and the cells were harvested 3 hours after 
induction. The cells were resuspended in buffer (50 mM Tris pH 8.0 20 mM NaCl 250µM 
EDTA), lysed by sonication, and the lysate was clarified by centrifugation. The soluble fraction 
was bound to a Heparin column and eluted with a high salt gradient. Fractions containing protein 
of interest was pooled, diluted 3-fold with ddH2O, and the pH was adjusted to 5.5. After 
centrifugation to remove precipitate, the soluble fraction was bound to a cation exchange column 
and eluted with a high salt gradient. The buffer used for the cation exchange was 20 mM sodium 
acetate pH 5.5 100 mM NaCl 250µM EDTA. Fractions containing protein of interest was pooled 
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and dialyzed to RNase H buffer (20 mM sodium acetate pH 5.5 50 mM KCl). Size exclusion 
chromatography was done for further purification as necessary. The purity and mass of the 
purified proteins were confirmed by SDS-PAGE and mass spectrometry.  
 
2.6.2 CD Equilibrium Experiments 
CD spectra and urea melts were measured by an Aviv 410 CD spectrometer. Signal from 200 nm 
to 300 nm were obtained for buffer only and buffer with 0.4 mg/mL of protein using a 1-mm 
path length cuvette at 25°C. The buffer conditions were 20 mM sodium acetate, 50 mM 
potassium chloride, pH 5.5 (RNase H buffer). For urea melts, samples containing 40 µg/mL 
protein and varying [urea] in RNase H buffer were equilibrated and the signal at 222 nm was 
measured in a 1-cm path length cuvette at 25°C with stirring. Melts were obtained in triplicate. 
The data were fitted to a two-state model with a linear free-energy extrapolation.25 
 
2.6.3 CD Kinetic Experiments 
Refolding was initiated either by stopped-flow or manual mixing. For stopped-flow mixing, 
unfolded protein (8 mg/mL) in high urea was diluted 1:11 into final refolding conditions (RNase 
H buffer, varying [urea]), and the CD signal at 222 nm was monitored by an Aviv 202 stopped-
flow CD spectrometer using a 1-mm path length cuvette with a dead time of about 15 msec at 
25°C. Refolding reactions were repeated eight times and averaged. For manual mixing, 1.5 
mg/mL unfolded protein in high [urea] was diluted 1:30 into final refolding conditions, and the 
CD signal at 222 nm was monitored in an Aviv 410 CD spectrometer using a 1-cm path length 
cuvette. Dead times ranged from about 8 to 12 seconds. Unfolding kinetics were similarly 
measured by manual mixing, but starting from folded protein in low [urea] with rapid dilution to 
final unfolding conditions. All kinetic data were adequately fit by single exponential. Rates, burst 
phase amplitudes, and final amplitudes were globally fit to a three-state model with a rapidly 
forming on-pathway intermediate.21,23,27 
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2.8  Appendix 
 
Amino acid sequence of the cysteine-free ancestral RNases H and alternate sequences of Anc1*. 
The location of the cysteine to alanine mutations are bolded.  
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>Anc1* 
MTMKKVELYTDGAALGNPGPGGWAAILRYGEHEKELSGGEAHTTNNRMELTAAIEGL
RALKEPAQVDLYTDSQYVRKAITEGWLDGWQRNGWKTASKKPVKNQDLWQALLEAM
QRHQVTFHWVKGHAGHPENERADQLARRAAKQQRPAAPGYA 
>Anc2* 
MMSSPLKRVELYTDGAALGNPGPGGWAAILRYGEHEKELSGGEAHTTNNRMELTAAIE
GLRALKEPAQVDLYTDSQYVRKAFTEGWLDGWQRNGWKTASKKPVKNQDLWQALLE
AMQRHQVTFHWVKGHAGHPENERVDQLARRAAKQQRKQPSPPPAATGF 
>Anc3* 
MMSSPLKRVDLFTDGAALGNPGPGGWAALLRYGAHEKLLSGGEAATTNNRMELKAAI
EGLKALKEPAQVDLYTDSQYLKKAFTEGWLEGWQRNGWRTAEGKPVKNQDLWQALL
KAMEGHQVAFHFVKGHSGHPENERVDREARRQAKSQAKTPAPPRAATLF 
>AncA* 
MTMKKVELYTDGAALGNPGPGGWAAILRYGEHEKELSGGEAQTTNNRMELTAAIEGL
RALKEPAQVELYTDSQYVRKGITTWIDGWKRNGWKTASKKPVKNQDLWQALDEAVQ
RHQVTWHWVKGHAGHPENERADQLARRAAKQQRKSAAGYAAEA 
>AncB* 
MMKQIEIYTDGSALGNPGPGGWGALLRYNQHEKELSQGYAQTTNNRMELMAAIEALN
SLKEPANVILYTDSQYVKNGITKWIHNWKKNNWKTASGKPVKNQDLWQALDEAIQRH
QIDWRWVKGHSGHPENERADQLARQAAENPTQEDAGYQPEA 
>AncC* 
MLKQVEIFTDGSALGNPGPGGYGAILRYKQHEKTFSAGFHLTTNNRMELMAAIVALESL
KQPAEVILSTDSQYVRQGITQWIHNWKKRGWKTADKKPVKNVDLWQRLDAAIQRHTI
NWKWVKGHAGHPENERADELARTAAESPTLEDVGYQPNA 
>AncD* 
MLKQVEIFTDGSALGNPGPGGYGAILRYKQHEKTFSAGYRLTTNNRMELMAAIVALEA
LKEHAEVVLSTDSQYVRQGITQWIHNWKKRGWKTAEKKPVKNVDLWQRLDAALGQH
QIKWEWVKGHAGHPENERADELARAAASNPTLEDVGYQPEA 
>Alt0* 
MPMKKVEIYTDGAALGNPGPGGWAAILRYGEHEKELSGGEAHTTNNRMELTAAIEGLR
ALKEPAQVELYTDSQYVRKAITEGWLDGWQRNGWKTASKKPVKNQDLWQALLEAMQ
RHQVTFHWVKGHSGHPENERADQLARRAAKQQRKASPGF 
>Alt3* 
MTMKKVEIYTDGAALGNPGPGGWAAILRYGEHEKELSGGEAHTTNNRMELTAAIEGLR
ALKEPAQVELYTDSQYVRKAITEGWLDGWQRNGWKTASKKPVKNQDLWQALLEQMQ
RHQVTFHWVKGHSGHPENERADELARRAAKQQRKSSPGF 
>Alt5* 
MPMKKVEIYTDGAALGNPGPGGWAAILRYGEHEKELSGGEAQTTNNRMELTAAIEGLK
ALKEPAQVDLYTDSQYVRNAITEGWLDGWQRNGWKTASKKPVKNQDLWQALLEQMQ
RHQVTFHWVKGHAGHPENERADELARRAAKQQRKSATGH 
>Alt6* 
MTMKKVELYTDGAALGNPGPGGWAAILRYGEHEKELSGGEAHTTNNRMELTAAIEGL
KALKEPAQVDLYTDSQYVRKAITEGWLDGWQRNGWKTASKKPVKNQDLWQALLEAM
QRHQVTFHWVKGHSGHPENERADQLARQAAKQQRKSAPGH 
>Alt9* 
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MPMKKVELYTDGAALGNPGPGGWAAILRYGEHEKELSGGEAHTTNNRMELTAAIEGL
RALKEPAQVELYTDSQYVRNAITEGWLDGWQRNGWKTASKKPVKNQDLWQALLEAM
QRHQVTFHWVKGHAGHPENERADQLARRAAKQQRKASTGH 
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Chapter 3 
Pulsed-labeling hydrogen exchange to follow the folding 
trajectory of ribonuclease H over evolutionary time 
 
 
3.1  Abstract 
 
During protein folding, a polypeptide chain samples a variety of conformations as it navigates 
the energy landscape to its native state. These partially folded conformations are key features of 
the energy landscape; they can be beneficial or required for folding, but can also slow down 
folding or be gateways to misfolding or aggregation. Thus, characterizing the structures and 
understanding the mechanism by which a given polypeptide chain folds has been of interest. 
Here, we investigate the evolutionary significance of these partially folded conformations and 
characterize how a protein’s folding pathway changes over evolutionary time. Recent 
developments in ancestral sequence reconstruction allow access to proteins across evolutionary 
time, and new methods using pulsed-labeling hydrogen exchange coupled with mass 
spectrometry allow determination of folding intermediate structures at near amino-acid 
resolution. Here, we combine these techniques to monitor the folding of a reconstructed ancestral 
family of ribonucleases H connecting the extant ribonucleases H from the thermophile T. 
thermophilus and the mesophile E. coli. All proteins studied populate a similar folding 
intermediate despite being separated by billions of years of evolution. Even though this 
intermediate is conserved, the pathway leading to it has diverged over evolutionary time, and 
rational mutations can alter this trajectory. Our results suggest that evolutionary processes can 
affect the energy landscape to preserve or alter specific features of a protein’s folding pathway. 
 
 
3.2  Introduction 
 
Protein folding, the process by which an unfolded polypeptide chain navigates its energy 
landscape to achieve its native structure, can be defined by the partially folded conformations 
(intermediates) populated during this process.1,2 Such intermediates are key features of the 
landscape; they can facilitate folding, but they can also lead to misfolding and aggregation, 
resulting in a breakdown of proteostasis and disease.3–5 While identifying and characterizing 
these intermediates as well as the physical properties dictating their formation is critical to 
understanding and engineering a protein’s energy landscape, their transient nature and low 
populations present experimental challenges. Recent developments, however, using hydrogen 
exchange monitored by mass spectrometry (HX-MS) have provided access to the structural and 
temporal details of these folding intermediates at near-single amino acid resolution.6–14 This 
pulsed-labeling HX-MS approach is particularly well suited to studies of multiple variants or 
families of proteins as it does not require large amounts of purified protein or high-resolution 
information such as NMR assignments. Thus, pulsed-labeling HX-MS can be used to assess how 
conserved protein folding trajectories are conserved over evolutionary time and how robust these 
trajectories are to changes in the amino acid sequence. 
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The ribonuclease HI (RNase H) family is an ideal system to investigate protein folding over 
evolutionary time. RNase H from E. coli (ecRNH*) (the asterisk denotes a cysteine-free variant 
of RNase H) is arguably one of the best-characterized proteins in terms of its folding pathway 
and energy landscape. Both stopped-flow ensemble studies and single-molecule optical trap 
experiments demonstrate that this protein populates a major intermediate before the rate-limiting 
step in folding.15–19 A rare population of this intermediate can also be detected under native-state 
conditions.20 Several homologs of RNase H have also been studied, yielding insight into the 
folding trends of extant RNases H.21–23 
 
In addition to comparing the folding pathways of homologs (a “horizontal” approach), one can 
use a phylogenetic technique called ancestral sequence reconstruction (ASR) to access the 
evolutionary history of a protein family and study the properties of ancestral proteins (a 
“vertical” approach).24,25 ASR has been applied to a variety of protein families and in addition to 
revealing the evolutionary history, these ancestral proteins can act as intermediates in sequence 
space to uncover mechanisms underlying protein properties.26–33 Recently, ancestral sequence 
reconstruction was applied to the RNase H family and the thermodynamic and kinetics properties 
of seven ancestral proteins connecting the lineages of E. coli and T. thermophilus RNase H have 
been characterized.34–36 Stopped-flow kinetics monitored by circular dichroism demonstrated that 
all seven ancestral proteins populate a folding intermediate before the rate-limiting step. 
Additionally, the folding and unfolding rates showed notable trends along the phylogenetic 
lineages, indicating that the presence of an intermediate plays an important role in evolution.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Stepwise folding pathway of E. coli RNase H 
Detailed folding pathway of E. coli ribonuclease H determined from pulsed-labeling HX-MS.7 
Starting from the unfolded state (U), the polypeptide gains backbone amide protection in the blue 
region (Helix A and Strand 4) of the protein, followed by the green region (Helix D and Strand 
5), and then the orange region (Helix B and Helix C), forming the major, populated folding 
intermediate, Icore, before the rate-limiting step to the native state (N).  
 
 
For ecRNH*, the structural details of the folding intermediates are known. The major folding 
intermediate that forms before the rate limiting step, termed Icore, involves secondary structure 
from the core region of the protein, including Helices A-D and Strands 4 and 5, while the rest of 
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the protein (Helix E and Strands 1, 2, 3), remains unfolded (Figure 3.1).15,37,38 Pulsed-labeling 
HX-MS with near amino acid resolution was developed using ecRNH* as the model protein.7 
This approach confirmed the structure of Icore and revealed the stepwise protection of individual 
helices leading up to the intermediate. Specifically, the amide sites in Helix A and Strand 4 are 
the first elements to gain protection, followed by Helix D and Strand 5, and then Helices B and C 
to form the canonical Icore intermediate (Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2). The periphery, comprising of 
Strands 1-3 and Helix E, folds in the rate-limiting step to the native state. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Structure of ribonuclease H 
The crystal structure of E. coli RNase H* (ecRNH*) is shown (PDB: 2RN2). Secondary 
structural elements are colored accordingly: Red: Strand 1, Strand 2, Strand 3; Blue: Helix A, 
Strand 4; Yellow: Helix B, Helix C; Green: Helix D, Strand 5; Purple: Helix E. The core region 
of the protein (Icore) involving Helix A, Strand 4, Helix B, Helix C, Helix D, Strand 5 and the 
periphery region of the protein involving Strand 1, Strand 2, Strand 3, Helix E are noted.  
 
 
Here, we investigate the evolutionary history and sequence determinants of the RNase H folding 
trajectory. By characterizing the conformations adopted during the folding of RNase H homologs 
and ancestors, we gain a global picture on how a protein’s folding pathway can be modulated by 
evolutionary and sequence changes and identify potential underlying biophysical mechanisms 
governing the acquisition of structure during folding. Specifically, we find that the structure of 
the major folding intermediate (Icore) has been conserved over three billion years of evolution, 
suggesting that this intermediate state plays a crucial role in the folding or function of RNase H. 
The detailed steps leading to this folding intermediate, however, vary. The very first step in 
folding differs between the two extant homologs: for ecRNH*, Helix A gains protection before 
Helix D, while for T. thermophilus RNase H (ttRNH*), Helix D acquires protection before Helix 
A. This pattern can be followed along the evolutionary lineages: most of the ancestors fold like 
ttRNH* (Helix D before Helix A) and a switch to fold like ecRNH* (Helix A before Helix D) 
occurs late along the mesophilic lineage. These phylogenetic trends allow us to investigate how 
these early folding events are encoded in the amino acid sequence. By selectively modulating 
biophysical properties, notably intrinsic helicity, of specific secondary structure elements, we are 
able to predictably favor or disfavor the formation of specific conformations during folding and 
have engineering control over the folding pathway of RNase H. 
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3.3  Background on hydrogen exchange 
 
3.3.1 Hydrogen Exchange 
Hydrogen exchange (HX) is a rich tool to gain information on the local environment and 
conformation of a protein. HX monitors the exchange of backbone amide hydrogen (found on all 
residues except for proline) with solvent hydrogen (Figure 3.3). If the backbone and solvent have 
different hydrogen isotopes (ex: hydrogen and deuterium), the exchange can be read out as a 
mass difference on a mass spectrometer (HX-MS) or as a disappearance/appearance of a peak in 
the NMR (HX-NMR). The rate of this exchange is sequence and pH-dependent, and the intrinsic 
rates of hydrogen exchange (kint) for an unstructured peptide are known.39 If the backbone amide 
hydrogen is involved in a hydrogen bond (such as a part of a secondary structure element such as 
an α-helix or β-sheet) or its solvent accessibility is somehow decreased (i.e. hydrophobic 
collapse, protein-protein interactions), the experimentally measured rate of hydrogen exchange 
(kex) will be lower than kint. This can be reported as the protection factor (PF = kint/kex).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3: Hydrogen exchange of backbone amides with solvent 
Schematic of hydrogen exchange along a protein polypeptide chain. In this scenario, the protein 
is deuterated and the solvent is protonated (H2O), so the exchange can be read out as a decrease 
in mass by MS or appearance of a peak in the 1H-NMR spectrum. 
 
 
The overall mechanism can be described as: 
 

𝑁𝐻 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑
!!"/!!"

𝑁𝐻 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛
!!"# 𝑁𝐷(𝑒𝑥𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑑) 

 
Where kop is the opening rate constant of the amide, kcl is the closing rate constant, and Kop is the 
equilibrium constant for opening. This leads to a measured exchange rate, kex, as follows: 
 

𝑘!" =   
𝑘!"𝑘!"#

𝑘!" + 𝑘!"# + 𝑘!"
 

 
There are two extreme cases for this reaction scheme. In EX1, the closing reaction is much 
slower than the intrinsic rate of exchange (kcl << kint). In this instance, the HX takes place upon 
an opening event, and thus rate of opening is equal to the observed exchange rate, kex = kop. In 
EX2, the closing reaction is much faster than the intrinsic rate of exchange (kcl >> kint) and the 
amide may open and close many times before an exchange takes place. Thus, the relative 
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population of the open state determines the observed rate of exchange, kex = Kop*kint. This can 
then be used to calculate the free energy of the opening reaction, as follows: 
 

∆𝐺!" =   −𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛 𝐾!" =   −𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛 𝑘!"
𝑘!"# =   −𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛(1 𝑃𝐹) 

 
One can distinguish between EX1 and EX2 by measuring HX at different pH values. EX1 is pH-
independent, while the rates of amides exchanging under EX2 conditions would be pH 
dependent. Additionally, in HX-MS, a peptide where the amides are in EX1 exchange will 
display a bimodal isotopic profile, while in EX2, the isotopic profile will be unimodal that shifts 
along the m/z spectrum.40  
 
3.3.2 Native-state hydrogen exchange 
 
Native-state hydrogen exchange is an equilibrium method for monitoring HX. Native-state HX is 
not used in my work in this dissertation, but it is a widely used and powerful method for 
monitoring local stability, protein dynamics, higher-energy conformations, and protein-protein 
interactions.  
 
In a typical native-state HX experiment, a protein sample is incubated in D2O buffer. After some 
time, an aliquot of the sample is taken, and HX is quenched (usually by dropping the pH to ~2.5 
and flash freezing by liquid nitrogen). The sample is subjected to proteolysis and the mass of 
each peptide, and thus, the level of deuterium uptake, is determined by MS. By collecting a 
series of time points, one can obtain the rate of deuterium uptake for each peptide. This can be 
done and repeated in different contexts to gain insight into a variety of biological processes such 
as conformational changes, binding epitopes (+/- ligand), and stabilities/structures of higher-
energy conformations (series of low denaturant conditions to get free energy, ∆G), and so forth. 
Additionally, by obtaining overlapping peptides along the protein sequence, one can approach 
site-resolution by de-convoluting the data to the residue level. Further detailed examples and 
experimental setups can be found in a series of excellent reviews.40–44  
 
3.3.3 Pulsed-labeling hydrogen exchange 
 
Another method for hydrogen exchange is pulsed-labeling hydrogen exchange, which monitors 
protein conformational kinetics, and is used extensively in this chapter and my dissertation. 
Rather than measuring exchange as a function of time under equilibrium conditions, a reaction is 
started (i.e. folding), and after some time, a snapshot of the protein conformation is taken with a 
short pulse of high pH to initiate HX, such that all freely exposed amides will exchange with 
solvent while protected amides will not exchange. This pulse of HX is rapidly quenched by 
decreasing the pH to ~2.5. The sample is analyzed similarly by MS to determine, for each 
peptide, how many amides were protected at a given reaction time and how many exchanged. By 
collecting a series of time points during say, a folding reaction, one can get a collection of 
“snapshots” of a protein’s conformation during the reaction coordinate. Additionally, by 
obtaining overlapping peptides along the protein sequence, one can approach site-resolution by 
de-convoluting the data to the residue level. Further detailed examples and experimental setups 
can be found in a series of excellent reviews.40–44 
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3.4  Results 
 
3.4.1 Monitoring a protein’s folding trajectory by pulsed-labeling HX-MS 
We used pulsed-labeling hydrogen exchange monitored by mass spectrometry (HX-MS) on 
extant, ancestral, chimeric, and single-site variants of RNase H to examine the robustness of a 
protein’s folding pathway to sequence changes. We characterized the structures of these partially 
folded intermediates and the order of structure formation during folding to ask whether these 
intermediates have changed over evolutionary time, and what role sequence changes play in 
determining the conformations of these intermediates.  
 
The scheme for the pulse-labeling experiment is as follows (Figure 3.4) (for details, see materials 
and methods). Briefly, folding is initiated by rapidly diluting an unfolded, fully deuterated 
protein in high [urea] into folding conditions (10°C). After various folding times (tf), a pulse of 
hydrogen exchange is applied to label amides in regions that have not yet folded. Regions of the 
protein that are folded at tf (protected from the pulse of HX) are then determined by in-line 
proteolysis and LC/MS. Data are analyzed first at the peptide level, by monitoring the protection 
of deuterons on peptides as a function of refolding time, and then at the residue level, using 
overlapping peptides de-convoluted by the program HDsite.8,45 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4: Schematic of pulsed-labeling HX-MS 
Unfolded, fully deuterated protein in high [urea] is rapidly mixed with low [urea] refolding 
buffer to initiate refolding. After some refolding time, hydrogen exchange of unprotected amides 
is initiated by mixing with high pH pulse buffer. The hydrogen exchange reaction is quenched by 
mixing with a low pH quench buffer. The sample is loaded onto an LC-MS for in-line 
proteolysis, desalting, and peptide separation by reverse-phase chromatography followed by MS. 
 
 
Since refolding for pulsed-labeling HX-MS was conducted at 10°C instead of at 25°C, which is 
the temperature at which the folding and unfolding rates RNase H proteins were initially 
characterized, we re-characterized the folding of each RNase H variant at 10°C using stopped-
flow circular dichroism spectroscopy (Figure 3.5). For all variants, the refolding profiles were 
consistent with those at 25°C. At low [urea], all variants show a large signal change (burst phase) 
within the dead time of the stopped-flow during refolding, followed by a slower observable 
phase which fit well to a single exponential. The resulting chevron plots (ln(kobs) vs [urea]) show 
the classic rollover at low [urea] due to the presence of a stable folding intermediate. The 
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observed rates at 10°C are slower than 25°C but the shapes of the chevrons are similar for all 
RNase H variants, indicating that the overall folding trajectory, notably the population of a 
folding intermediate, have not changed between the two temperatures.  
 

 

 
 

Figure 3.5: Chevron plot of RNase H variants studied at 10°C and 25°C 
Chevron plots (ln(kobs) vs [urea]), determined from refolding and unfolding experiments in 
various [urea] at 10°C and 25°C for A) ttRNH*, B) Anc1*, C) Anc2*, D) Anc3*, E) AncA*, F) 
AncB*, G) AncC*, H) AncD*, I) TCEO*, J) ecRNH* A55G, H) ecRNH* D108L. Data at 25°C 
for A) – I) were adapted from previously published studies.35,46,47  
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3.4.2 Monitoring the folding pathway of ttRNH* using pulsed-labeling HX-MS  
Since the folding trajectory of the extant RNase H from E. coli has already been characterized,7 
we first characterized the conformations populated during folding of the extant RNase H from T. 
thermophilus (ttRNH*). Pulsed-labeling HX-MS on ttRNH* was conducted by Eric Bolin, a 
fellow graduate student in the lab. Detailed information and data, including figures, may be 
found in his dissertation and future published work.  
 
In summary, similar to ecRNH*, peptides associated with Icore (Helix A-D, Strands 4-5) gain 
protection early (within milliseconds), corresponding to the timescale for the formation of the 
folding intermediate. Peptides associated with the periphery of the protein (Strands 2-3, Helix E) 
gain protection on the order of seconds, corresponding to the rate-limiting step. The major 
folding intermediate in ttRNH*, Icore, is strikingly similar in structure to that of ecRNH*. In 
addition, at the earliest refolding time point that we can obtain where refolding and exchange are 
initiated simultaneously (an effective folding time of ~1 msec given the pulse strength, see 
methods), this early time point, almost all peptides are unfolded (fully exchange with solvent) 
with the exception of those in Helix D and Strand 5, where about 40% of deuterons are 
protected. Peptides spanning Helix A and Strand 4 are less protected (~15% fraction deuterated) 
at this same time point. This order of protection (Helix D before Helix A) is notably different 
than that for E. coli RNase H*, where Helix A is protected before Helix D.7  
 
The peptide data from each time point were also analyzed using HDSite to determine residue-
level protection in a near site-resolved manner, and the site-resolved data also show protection 
appearing first in Helix D and Strand 5, followed by Helix A/Strand 4, Helix B/C, and finally, 
the periphery involving Helix E and Strands 1-3. The difference in the order of protection 
leading up to Icore for ecRNH* and ttRNH* are also evident in this site-resolved analysis.  

 
3.4.3 Pulsed-labeling HX-MS on the ancestral RNases H  
To look for evolutionary trends in the folding trajectory, we determined the folding pathway of 
ancestral RNase H proteins along the lineages of E. coli and T. thermophilus RNases H (Figure 
3.6A). Anc1* is the last common ancestor of ecRNH* and ttRNH*. Anc2* and Anc3* are 
ancestors along the thermophilic lineage leading to ttRNH*, and AncA*, AncB*, AncC*, and 
AncD* are ancestors along the mesophilic lineage leading to ecRNH*. Previous kinetic studies 
demonstrated that all of the ancestral proteins fold via a three-state pathway, populating an 
intermediate before the rate-limiting step.35,36 We now use pulsed-labeling HX-MS to obtain a 
near-site resolved trajectory of the folding pathway of each ancestor to determine whether the 
Icore structure is conserved over evolution. 
 
We obtained good peptide coverage for all of the ancestors with 81-305 peptides seen in all time 
points for each ancestor (Figures 3.6-3.12). As observed for both ttRNH* and ecRNH*, all of the 
ancestral RNases H populate the canonical Icore folding intermediate. Peptides corresponding to 
the Icore region of the RNase H structure become protected on the timescale of milliseconds, 
while the rest of the protein gains protection on the timescale of seconds (Figures 3.6-3.12). 
Thus, this major folding intermediate is not only present in both extant RNases H, but is 
structurally conserved over nearly three billion of years of evolutionary history. 
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Figure 3.6: Determination 
of the folding pathway of 
Anc1* by HX-MS 
A) Representation of the 
phylogenetic tree of the 
RNase H family illustrating 
the ancestral proteins along 
the two lineages leading to 
E. coli RNase H and T. 
thermophilus RNase H. 
Adapted from Hart et al. 
PLoS Biology (2014).34 
Anc1* is the last common 
ancestor of ecRNH* and 

ttRNH*. Anc2* and Anc3* are ancestors along the thermophilic lineage to ttRNH*. AncA*, 
AncB*, AncC*, and AncD* are ancestors along the mesophilic lineage to ecRNH*. B) 
Protection of representative peptides from Anc1* at various refolding times. Peptides are colored 
according to their corresponding structural element. The solid grey line indicates the refolding 
time point analyzed further in panel B. The dotted grey line indicates the refolding time point 
analyzed further in panel C. C) Protection of peptides mapping to the core region (Icore) or the 
periphery region of Anc1* at 13 msec after refolding. ***p = 0.0011 (Welch’s unpaired T-test) 
D) Protection of peptides mapping to distinct secondary structural elements of Anc1* at 1 msec 
after refolding. ****p < 0.0001 (Welch’s unpaired T-test). E) Residue-resolved folding pathway 
of Anc1* at representative refolding time points. Black data points indicate residues that are site-
resolved. Grey data points indicate residues in regions with less peptide coverage and are thus 
not site-resolved with the neighboring residues. 
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Figure 3.7: Determination of the folding pathway of Anc2* by HX-MS 
A) Protection of representative peptides from Anc2* at various refolding times. Peptides are 
colored according to their corresponding structural element. The solid grey line indicates the 
refolding time point analyzed further in panel B. The dotted grey line indicates the refolding time 
point analyzed further in panel C. B) Protection of peptides mapping to the core region (Icore) or 
the periphery region of Anc2* at 21 msec after refolding. ***p = 0.0011 (Welch’s unpaired T-
test) C) Protection of peptides of Anc2* mapping to distinct secondary structural elements at 1 
msec after refolding. ***p = 0.0064 (Welch’s unpaired T-test). D) Residue-resolved folding 
pathway of Anc2* at representative refolding time points. Black data points indicate residues that 
are site-resolved. Grey data points indicate residues in regions with less peptide coverage and are 
thus not site-resolved with the neighboring residues. 
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Figure 3.8: Determination of the folding pathway of Anc3* by HX-MS 
A) Protection of representative peptides from Anc3* at various refolding times. Peptides are 
colored according to their corresponding structural element. The solid grey line indicates te 
refolding time point analyzed further in panel B. The dotted grey line indicates the refolding time 
point analyzed further in panel C. B) Protection of peptides mapping to the core region (Icore) or 
the periphery region of Anc3* at 13 msec after refolding. ****p < 0.0001 (Welch’s unpaired T-
test) D) Protection of peptides of Anc3* mapping to distinct secondary structural elements at 1 
msec after refolding. **p = 0.0419 (Welch’s unpaired T-test). E) Residue-resolved folding 
pathway of Anc3* at representative refolding time points. Black data points indicate residues that 
are site-resolved. Grey data points indicate residues in regions with less peptide coverage and are 
thus not site-resolved with the neighboring residues. 
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Figure 3.9: Determination of the folding pathway of AncA* by HX-MS 
A) Protection of representative peptides from AncA* at various refolding times. Peptides are 
colored according to their corresponding structural element. The solid grey line indicates the 
refolding time point analyzed further in panel B. The dotted grey line indicates the refolding time 
point analyzed further in panel C. B) Protection of peptides mapping to the core region (Icore) or 
the periphery region of AncA* at 373 msec after refolding. ****p < 0.0001 (Welch’s unpaired 
T-test) D) Protection of peptides of AncA* mapping to distinct secondary structural elements at 
40 msec after refolding. p = 0.275 (n.s. = not significant, Welch’s unpaired T-test). E) Residue-
resolved folding pathway of AncA* at representative refolding time points. Black data points 
indicate residues that are site-resolved. Grey data points indicate residues in regions with less 
peptide coverage and are thus not site-resolved with the neighboring residues. 
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Figure 3.10: Determination of the folding pathway of AncB* by HX-MS 
A) Protection of representative peptides from AncB* at various refolding times. Peptides are 
colored according to their corresponding structural element. The solid grey line indicates the 
refolding time point analyzed further in panel B. The dotted grey line indicates the refolding time 
point analyzed further in panel C. B) Protection of peptides mapping to the core region (Icore) or 
the periphery region of AncB* at 21 msec after refolding. ****p < 0.0001 (Welch’s unpaired T-
test) D) Protection of peptides of AncB* mapping to distinct secondary structural elements at 1 
msec after refolding. p = 0.353 (n.s. = not significant, Welch’s unpaired T-test). E) Residue-
resolved folding pathway of AncB* at representative refolding time points. Black data points 
indicate residues that are site-resolved. Grey data points indicate residues in regions with less 
peptide coverage and are thus not site-resolved with the neighboring residues. 
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Figure 3.11: Determination of the folding pathway of AncC* by HX-MS 
A) Protection of representative peptides from AncC* at various refolding times. Peptides are 
colored according to their corresponding structural element. The solid grey line indicates the 
refolding time point analyzed further in panel B. The dotted grey line indicates the refolding time 
point analyzed further in panel C. B) Protection of peptides mapping to the core region (Icore) or 
the periphery region of AncC* at 77 msec after refolding. ****p < 0.0001 (Welch’s unpaired T-
test) D) Protection of peptides of AncC* mapping to distinct secondary structural elements at 13 
msec after refolding. ****p<0.0001 (Welch’s unpaired T-test). E) Residue-resolved folding 
pathway of AncC* at representative refolding time points. Black data points indicate residues 
that are site-resolved. Grey data points indicate residues in regions with less peptide coverage 
and are thus not site-resolved with the neighboring residues. 
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Figure 3.12: Determination of the folding pathway of AncD* by HX-MS 
A) Protection of representative peptides from AncD* at various refolding times. Peptides are 
colored according to their corresponding structural element. The solid grey line indicates the 
refolding time point analyzed further in panel B. The dotted grey line indicates the refolding time 
point analyzed further in panel C. B) Protection of peptides mapping to the core region (Icore) or 
the periphery region of AncD* at 40 msec after refolding. ****p < 0.0001 (Welch’s unpaired T-
test) D) Protection of peptides of AncD* mapping to distinct secondary structural elements at 13 
msec after refolding. **p = 0.021 (Welch’s unpaired T-test). E) Residue-resolved folding 
pathway of AncD* at representative refolding time points. Black data points indicate residues 
that are site-resolved. Grey data points indicate residues in regions with less peptide coverage 
and are thus not site-resolved with the neighboring residues. 
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Similarly to the extant proteins, the periphery gains protection on a much slower timescale for 
the ancestral RNases H (Figures 3.6-3.12). The pattern of protection in this region, however, 
does vary somewhat across the ancestors. The periphery becomes fully protected by the last time 
point in all ancestral proteins except for AncB* (Figure 3.10). AncB* was previously 
characterized to be non-two state with a notable population of the folding intermediate under 
equilibrium conditions,35 and the lack of protection in the periphery in the native state of AncB* 
is consistent with this observation. There are also notable differences in the time course of 
protection for the terminal helix, Helix E, in Anc1* and Anc2*. For these two proteins, the 
peptides spanning Helix E are decoupled from Strands 1-3 (which show protection on the same 
timescale as global folding) and do not gain protection even in the folded state of the protein 
(Figure 3.6, Figure 3.7). Because an isolated helix is unlikely to show protection by hydrogen 
exchange, this suggests that Helix E is improperly docked or poorly structured in Anc1* and 
Anc2*. Indeed, Helix E is known to be labile in ecRNH*, and a deletion variant of ecRNH* 
without this final helix forms a cooperatively folded protein.48 Recent single-molecule force 
spectroscopy of ecRNH* showed that Helix E can be pulled off the folded protein under low 
force while the remainder of the protein remains structured (manuscript in preparation). It 
appears that Helix E may be further destabilized in Anc1* and Anc2* such that it does not show 
protection, even in the native state.  
 
3.4.4 The early folding steps of RNase H changes across evolutionary time 
Since the order of events leading to Icore differ for the extant homologs, we examined whether the 
ancestral RNases H spanning the lineages of these two homologs show any trends in their early 
folding steps. For each ancestor, we investigated which region of the protein fold first by 
determining the fraction of deuterium protected in peptides corresponding to specific regions of 
the protein at the earliest folding times (Figures 3.6-3.12). These data show that the last common 
ancestor of ecRNH* and ttRNH*, Anc1*, as well as all proteins along the thermophilic lineage 
(Anc2* and Anc3*) show similar behavior to ttRNH* and gain protection first in Helix D/Strand 
5 (Figures 3.6-3.8).  
 
The order of protection is difficult to determine for the first two ancestors on the mesophilic 
lineage (AncA* and AncB*). For AncA*, there is no significant difference in the time course of 
protection among the peptides associated with Icore (this analysis is limited by the availability of 
peptides associated exclusively within a region) (Figure 3.9). However, when all overlapping 
peptides are analyzed using HDsite to obtain site resolution for AncA*, we observe notable 
protection in Helix D at the earliest refolding times. Although Helix D folding before Helix A is 
likely, we conclude that the early folding events of AncA* cannot be unambiguously determined. 
For AncB*, all of Icore gains protection by the same time point, both at the peptide and residue-
level, so the order of protection cannot be determined with our time resolution (Figure 3.10). 
 
The next ancestor along the mesophilic lineage, AncC*, shows protection first in Helix D, 
suggesting that this pattern of protection is maintained through the mesophilic lineage to this 
ancestor (despite ambiguity for AncA* and AncB*) (Figure 3.11). In contrast, AncD*, the most 
recent ancestor along the mesophilic lineage, is more similar to ecRNH* and gains protection 
first in Helix A (Figure 3.12). As detailed above, the data for each experiment were also 
analyzed using HDSite to determine residue-level protection for each ancestral RNase H (Figures 
3.6-3.12). These data indicate a notable trend in the early steps of the folding pathway across the 
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RNase H ancestors. Protection of Helix D as the first step in folding is an ancestral feature of 
RNase H that is maintained in the thermophilic lineage, with a transition occurring late during 
the mesophilic lineage to a different pathway where Helix A is protected before Helix D, 
resulting in a distinct folding pathway for the two extant RNase H homologs (Figure 3.13).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.13: Intrinsic helicity as a predictor for the early folding steps of RNases H 
Log-ratio of intrinsic helicity between Helix A and Helix D for each RNase H variant. Positive 
values indicate higher intrinsic helicity for Helix A and negative values indicate higher intrinsic 
helicity for Helix D. Intrinsic helicity predictions were calculated by AGADIR.49 Green circles 
represent proteins where Helix D is the first structural element to gain protection during 
refolding. Blue circles represent proteins where Helix A is the first structural element to gain 
protection during refolding.  
 
 
3.4.5 The earliest folding events are determined by the local sequence of the core  
In terms of the vast array of available sequence space, these RNase H ancestors represent a set of 
subtly different sequences with distinct folding properties, and provide an excellent system to 
help elucidate the physiochemical mechanism and the mutations dictating the RNase H folding 
trajectory. An analysis of the intrinsic helical propensity of each region using the algorithm 
AGADIR shows a notable trend that correlates with the early folding events (Figure 3.13). 49 For 
proteins that gain protection first in Helix A, the intrinsic helicity of Helix A is ~4-fold higher 
than that of Helix D. For proteins where Helix D is protected first, the intrinsic helicity of Helix 
D is similar to or greater than Helix A. This suggests that intrinsic helix propensity may play an 
important role in determining which region is the first to gain protection during the folding 
pathway of RNase H, and thus, where folding initiates. To investigate this hypothesis, we turned 
to rationally designed variants.  
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First, we asked whether the early events in folding are encoded locally within the core, 
particularly since Helix A interfaces with the periphery. We again turned to pulsed-labeling HX-
MS, this time on a previously studied chimera of E. coli and T. thermophilus RNases H*, which 
contains the core of ttRNH* (residues 43-122) and the periphery of ecRNH* (residues 1-42, 123-
155), herein called TCEO*.47 The pulsed-labeling HX-MS of TCEO* was conducted by Eric 
Bolin. Detailed data and figures can be found in his dissertation and future published 
manuscripts.  
 
In summary, peptide-level data of TCEO* indicates that this protein folds via the Icore folding 
intermediate, similar to the other homologs and ancestors of RNase H. When we look at the 
peptide protection at a early time point, there is greater protection in Helix D than Helix A, 
similar to ttRNH* and unlike ecRNH*. Thus, the folding pathway leading to Icore appears to be 
encoded in the core sequence and its local contacts. 
 
3.4.6 Intrinsic helicity guides the early folding events of RNase H 
If the order of protection in the early folding events of RNase H is encoded locally, then we 
should be able to subtly alter the protein sequence and manipulate the folding trajectory. Thus, 
we asked whether single-site mutations that change the relative helix propensity of Helix A and 
Helix D could alter the folding trajectory of ecRNH* and make it fold in similar fashion to 
ttRNH*. Two different point mutations were made in ecRNH* and studied by pulsed-labeling 
HX-MS. A55G decreases helicity in Helix A, and D108L increases helicity in Helix D. The 
pulsed-labeling HX-MS of these two mutants were conducted by Eric Bolin. Detailed data and 
figures can be found in his dissertation and future published manuscripts. 
 
In summary, both of these variants alter the early folding events of ecRNH*. The peptide-level 
protection of ecRNH* A55G show that at 13 msec, both Helix A and Helix D show similar 
levels of protection, indicating that the mutation slows the protection of Helix A such that it no 
longer is protected before Helix D. The peptide-level protection of ecRNH* D108L indicates that 
at 13 msec, the N-terminus of Helix D (residues 106-108) near the D108L mutation is protected 
significantly faster than any other region of the protein, demonstrating that increasing helix 
propensity caused Helix D to gain protection before Helix A. Together, these two mutations 
suggest that intrinsic helicity plays a role in the early folding events of RNase H and can be used 
to alter the stepwise order of conformations populated during folding. 
 
 
3.5  Discussion 
 
In this study, we examined the robustness of a protein’s folding pathway to evolutionary 
sequence changes by using pulsed-labeling HX-MS to characterize the conformations adopted 
along the folding pathway of homologs, ancestors, and engineered variants of RNase H. We find 
that all RNase H variants studied populate the major folding intermediate structure, Icore, 
indicating that this conformation has been maintained on the energy landscape of RNase H over 
long evolutionary timescales and is robust to mutations. In contrast, the early folding events 
preceding this intermediate appear more malleable and differ between the two homologs. The 
ancestral proteins reveal an evolutionary trend in these early folding steps. We find that this trend 
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correlates to the relative helix propensity of these subregions of the protein, and apply this 
knowledge to alter the folding pathway of ecRNH* using rationally designed mutations.  
 
3.5.1 Determining the folding pathway of multiple variants of a family at near site-
resolution with pulsed-labeling HX-MS 
Pulsed-labeling hydrogen exchange is currently the most detailed method to identify the 
conformations populated during protein folding. This approach was initially developed for use 
with NMR detection where it benefited from NMR’s site-specific resolution of individual 
amides. However, HX-NMR requires tens of milligrams of sample and NMR assignments for 
each protein studied can become cumbersome. In addition, although site-specific, amide probes 
are limited to sites stable to exchange in the final folded state (protection factors of >~10,000) 
resulting in a lack of information at specific sites and regions of the protein.  
 
In contrast, mass spec detection of exchange as applied in this study requires much less protein 
sample, has much faster data collection, and can theoretically cover 100% of the protein 
sequence. Importantly, HX-MS does not demand any structural information of the folded state, 
such as NMR assignments, for the specific protein or variant studied. These advantages enabled 
us to rapidly obtain the stepwise folding pathway of ten variants of RNase H, which permit us to 
study the evolutionary history and determinants of the RNase H folding pathway in exquisite 
detail. While pulsed-labeling HX-MS has been used to characterize the folding pathways of 
several model systems,11,50–55 this study is the first to utilize the higher throughput of HX-MS to 
study such an ensemble of protein variants. The ease of this technique to study many different 
sequence shows great promise for probing the relationship between amino acid sequence and a 
protein’s energy landscape and will likely be particularly valuable for protein engineering and 
design applications.  
 
3.5.2 Icore is a structurally conserved folding intermediate over 3 billion years of evolution 
Whereas previous work utilizing CD and HX methods was able to characterize the structure of 
Icore in two RNase H variants, the present work identifies and characterizes the structure of this 
intermediate in seven ancestral and several mutant RNases H, suggesting that the robustness of 
this intermediate is a key feature of the RNase H energy landscape across three billion years of 
evolutionary time. T. thermophilus RNase H and all of the ancestral RNases H also fold via an 
Icore structure, demonstrating that the three-state RNase H folding pathway is both energetically 
and structurally conserved over ~3 billions years of evolution.  
 
The conservation of the Icore structure over long evolutionary time and sequence space is striking. 
It could be that due to topological constraints, all RNases H need to fold via a populated Icore 
intermediate in order to successfully reach the native state. However, this hypothesis is countered 
by a previous study where a single mutation (I53D) in ecRNH* destabilized the intermediate 
such that it was no longer populated during folding—yet this variant still folded to the native 
state.37 Adding osmolytes, such as sodium sulfate, stabilizes this folding intermediate and 
switches ecRNH* I53D back to a three-state folding pathway, showing that the presence of the 
folding intermediate is an aspect of the protein energy landscape that can be altered by sequence 
and environment without perturbing the native state or topology of RNase H. Additionally, a 
fragment of RNase H containing only the Icore sequence can autonomously fold and be studied at 
equilibrium for many variants, indicating that this structure is stable and robust to mutations.56,57 
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Thus, one possibility is that the Icore intermediate is populated simply because the information for 
folding this region is completely encoded locally and Icore can fold relatively fast before the rate 
limiting step. 
 
Alternatively, Icore could be conserved because it contributes to the biological function or fitness 
of the protein. Partially folded states and higher-energy non-native conformations are known to 
be important for a variety of protein functions and proteostatic pathways.58–60 All of the ancestral 
RNases H we studied here are active, in that they cleave RNA-DNA hybrids in vitro;34 and 
although the residues thought to contribute to substrate-binding affinity are contained in the core 
region of the protein,61 the active site residues (D10, E48, D70) span both the core and the 
periphery. It is therefore possible that a stable folding core with an energetically independent 
periphery is important for the efficiency or dynamics associated with catalysis in RNase H.  
 
3.5.3 Aspects of the folding pathway display malleability over evolutionary time 
While the presence of the Icore intermediate has been observed in all proteins studied here, recent 
studies have implicated that for some of the RNase H variants, the Icore folding intermediate also 
contains structure in the first β-strand of RNase H, notably for proteins along the thermophilic 
lineage.57,62,36 While we see slight protection in this region for ttRNH*, hydrogen exchange may 
not be the best probe of this process—docking of Strand 1 without its hydrogen-bonding partners 
in the rest of the beta-sheet may not be reflected by backbone amide protection. Therefore, amide 
protection may not be observed, even if Strand 1 docks early to the core. The presence of Strand 
1 in ancestral other RNase H variants studied remains unclear from this study and is best left to 
examination by orthogonal techniques such as the fragment models and FRET probes used in 
previous studies (see Chapter 4).57,36  
 
Although the Icore intermediate is conserved across all RNases H studied, the individual folding 
steps leading up to Icore differ. Anc1*, the last common ancestor, folds through a pathway where 
the Helix D/Strand 5 region is the first structural element to gain protection. This ancestral 
feature is maintained along the thermophilic lineage leading to ttRNH*. Along the mesophilic 
branch, we observe a switch in the early folding step between AncC* and AncD* from this 
ancient folding pathway to one that first forms protection in Helix A/Strand 4. This suggests that 
while the structure of Icore has been conserved across 3 billion years of evolution, the steps to 
form this intermediate are malleable over time. Since an isolated helix is unlikely show 
protection by HX, we expect additional hydrophobic collapse of the polypeptide to contribute to 
the observed protection. Nonetheless, the switch in protection between Helix A and Helix D 
indicates that formation of native structure nucleates in a different region of the protein across 
the RNase H variants studied, with a clear evolutionary trend.  
 
Despite these trends, it remains difficult to rationalize these trends in terms of a selective 
evolutionary pressure or fitness implication. These very early events occur on the order of one 
millisecond. All of these RNase H proteins fold to their native state efficiently with no evidence 
for aggregation or misfolding, so although partially folded states have been implicated as 
gateways for aggregation for some proteins, it does not appear to be the case for RNase H. While 
it is possible that the change in the early folding step is a result of mutations that are coupled to 
another feature of RNase H function under selection, the role or importance of these early 
folding steps is unclear. Although the actual evolutionary implication for the RNase H folding 
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pathway may be lost in history, the trend in folding pathway across evolutionary time 
demonstrates multiple ways that folding pathways and conformations on the energy landscape of 
proteins can be affected over time, and this system provides an excellent tool to interrogate the 
role that sequence plays in guiding the process of protein folding. 
 
3.5.4 Role of intrinsic helicity in the early folding pathway of RNase H 
A chimeric RNase H which contains the core sequence of the T. thermophilus protein and the 
periphery sequence of the E. coli homolog, called TCEO*, folds with Helix D gaining protection 
first, similar to ttRNH*. This suggests that contacts between the core and the periphery of the 
protein do not affect the earliest folding steps of RNase H, and the sequence of the core is 
sufficient to guide the folding pathway to the rate-limiting step. The regions that gain protection 
first involve helical secondary structure elements, and their folding order correlates with helicity 
of these regions predicted by AGADIR.63 Proteins where predicted helicity (Helix D) ≥ predicted 
helicity (Helix A) fold first through Helix D, while those with higher helicity in Helix A than 
Helix D fold first through Helix A. This property was used to guide our site-directed 
mutagenesis, and the folding pathway of the protein was successfully manipulated by altering 
this parameter. 
 
 
3.6  Conclusion 
 
Our study shows that the folding pathway of even a small, single-domain protein can vary across 
evolutionary timescales. By obtaining high-resolution structural information of the folding 
pathway of multiple RNase H, we show how conformations on the energy landscape of proteins 
are affected by evolutionary sequence changes. We find that different RNase H sequences, from 
extant homologs, ancestors, and engineered mutants, can initiate folding via different regions of 
the protein (Helix A vs Helix D). At the same time, the folding trajectories of all these variants 
lead to the Icore structure. This conformation, populated before the rate-limiting step to reach the 
native state, appears to be a very prominent and conserved feature of the RNase H energy 
landscape. Additionally, these insights from evolutionary history can inform our understanding 
of protein folding mechanisms and properties of the protein energy landscape. 
 
 
3.7  Materials and Methods 
 
3.7.1 Expression and purification of RNase H proteins 
Cysteine-free T. thermophilus RNase H, TCEO chimera, and ancestral RNases H were expressed 
and purified as previously described.34,47,64 Point mutants were generated using site-directed 
mutagenesis, confirmed by Sanger sequencing, and the proteins were expressed and purified as 
previously described.65 See Chapter 3 Appendix (Section 3.9) for full sequences of the protein 
studied. 
 
Briefly, the protein of interest was expressed in E. coli Rosetta2-PLysS at 37°C. Protein 
expression was induced in mid-log phase (OD600nm = 0.6) with 1 mM IPTG and the cells were 
harvested 3 hours after induction. The cells were resuspended in buffer (50 mM Tris pH 8.0 20 
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mM NaCl 250µM EDTA), lysed by sonication, and the lysate was clarified by centrifugation. 
The soluble fraction was bound to a Heparin column and eluted with a high salt gradient. 
Fractions containing protein of interest was pooled, diluted 3-fold with ddH2O, and the pH was 
adjusted to 5.5. After centrifugation to remove precipitate, the soluble fraction was bound to a 
cation exchange column and eluted with a high salt gradient. The buffer used for the cation 
exchange was 20 mM sodium acetate pH 5.5 100 mM NaCl 250µM EDTA. Fractions containing 
protein of interest was pooled and dialyzed to RNase H buffer (20 mM sodium acetate pH 5.5 50 
mM KCl). Size exclusion chromatography was done for further purification as necessary. The 
purity and mass of the purified proteins were confirmed by SDS-PAGE and mass spectrometry.  
  
3.7.2 HX-MS Instrumentation 
Hydrogen exchange mass spectrometry (HX-MS) experiments were carried out using a system 
similar to that described by Mayne et al.9,10 Briefly, a Bio-Logic SFM-4/Q quench flow mixer 
with a modified head piece with reduced swept volume was used to initiate protein refolding, 
followed by pulse-labeling unprotected amide hydrogen atoms and quenching of the labeling 
reaction. The minimum dead times for mixing is 13 msec. Quenched samples were injected into 
an HPLC system constructed using two Agilent 1100 HPLC instruments. The quenched sample 
was flowed over columns (Upchurch C130B) packed with beads of immobilized pepsin and 
fungal protease at 400 µL/min in 0.05% TFA. The digested protein was run onto a C-4 trap 
column (Upchurch C-128 with POROS R2 beads) for desalting. An acetonitrile gradient (15-
100% acetonitrile, 0.05% TFA at 17 µL/min) eluted peptides from the C-4 trap column and onto 
an analytical C-8 column (Thermo 72205-050565) for separation before injection into an ESI 
source for mass spec analysis on a Thermo Scientific LTQ Orbitrap Discovery. The entire HPLC 
system is kept submerged in an ice bath at 0°C to reduce back exchange of deuterium atoms 
during the chromatography steps. The workflow takes ~10-18 minutes from injection to peptide 
detection depending on elution time of individual peptides.  
 
3.7.3 Refolding Experiment 
Similar to previous reports,7,10 unfolded protein samples in high denaturant (80 µM [protein], 20 
mM sodium acetate pH = 4.1, 7-9 M [urea]) were deuterated by a repeated cycle of 
lyophilization and resuspension in D2O. For the pulsed labeling experiment, 1 volume of 
deuterated protein was mixed in the SFM-4/Q with 10 volumes of refolding buffer (10 mM 
sodium acetate pH = 5.29, H2O) to initiate refolding. The pulse for hydrogen exchange was 
initiated by mixing of 5 volumes of high pH buffer (100 mM Glycine pH = 10.11) and then 
quenched after 10 msec with 5 volumes low pH buffer (200 mM Glycine pH = 1.95). The length 
of the delay line between the first and second mixer was changed to achieve a range of refolding 
times. An interrupted mixing protocol was used to measure the longest refolding time points 
(>373 msec). Undeuterated protein was used to perform tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) 
analysis to compile a list of peptides and their retention times in the HPLC system. Competition 
experiments, where refolding and exchange were initiated at the same time, were performed by 
diluting deuterated protein in high [urea] into high pH refolding buffer (100 mM Glycine pH = 
10.11), resulting in a refolding time of ~1 msec. For each time point, an identical sample was 
collected with the high pH pulse omitted to measure the level of back exchange for each peptide 
during the workflow. Folded controls were created by diluting unfolded protein samples 1:10 in 
fully deuterated refolding buffer and incubating at room temperature for 4-8 hours before 
applying the same 10 msec high pH pulse followed by quenching using the SFM-4/Q. 
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3.7.4 MS detection and data analysis 
Proteome Discoverer 2.0 (Thermo Scientific) was used to identify peptides from the tandem 
MS/MS data with identification scored using the Percolator algorithm. Samples from the pulsed-
labeling HX-MS refolding experiments with deuterated protein were used to determine the 
presence and deuteration level of each peptide at each refolding time point. The spectral 
envelope of each peptide were fit using two separate methods to determine their deuteration 
state—a series of Matlab scripts from the Englander Lab were used for identification and fitting 
of peptides, ExMS, and deconvolution of overlapping peptides to achieve near-amino acid level 
deuteration levels, HDSite.8,45 In addition, HDExaminer (Sierra Analytics) was used to identify 
and fit each peptide and determine deuteration levels. Centroid mass of each peptide at each time 
point was determined with HDExaminer and were used for further analysis. Peptides that 
spanned multiple secondary structural regions of a protein were excluded from further analyses, 
as were peptides not present in all time points. 
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3.9 Appendix 
Amino acid sequence of the RNases H proteins studied by pulsed-labeling HX-MS. For the 
single point mutants, the site of mutation is bolded. For sequences of ancestral RNases H, see 
Chapter 2 Appendix.  
 
>ttRNH* 
MNPSPRKRVALFTDGAALGNPGPGGWAALLRFHAHEKLLSGGEASTTNNRMELKAAIE
GLKALKEPAEVDLYTDSHYLKKAFTEGWLEGWRKRGWRTAEGKPVKNRDLWEALLL
AMAPHRVRFHFVKGHTGHPENERVDREARRQAQSQAKTPSPPRAPTLFHEEA 
>TCEO* 
MLKQVEIFTDGSALGNPGPGGYGAILRYRGREKTFSAGYTRTTNNRMELKAAIEGLKAL
KEPAEVDLYTDSHYLKKAFTEGWLEGWRKRGWRTAEGKPVKNRDLWEALLLAMAPH
RVRFHFVKGHAGHPENERADELARAAAMNPTLEDTGYQVEV 
>ecRNH*-A55G 
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MLKQVEIFTDGSALGNPGPGGYGAILRYRGREKTFSAGYTRTTNNRMELMAAIVGLEA
LKEHAEVILSTDSQYVRQGITQWIHNWKKRGWKTADKKPVKNVDLWQRLDAALGQH
QIKWEWVKGHAGHPENERADELARAAAMNPTLEDTGYQVEV 
>ecRNH*-D108L 
MLKQVEIFTDGSALGNPGPGGYGAILRYRGREKTFSAGYTRTTNNRMELMAAIVALEAL
KEHAEVILSTDSQYVRQGITQWIHNWKKRGWKTADKKPVKNVDLWQRLLAALGQHQI
KWEWVKGHAGHPENERADELARAAAMNPTLEDTGYQVEV 
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Chapter 4 
The burst-phase folding intermediate of ribonuclease H changes 
conformation over evolutionary history 
 
This chapter is adapted from the paper: 
Lim SA, Marqusee S. 2017. The burst-phase folding intermediate of ribonuclease H changes 
conformation over evolutionary history. Biopolymers. e23086.  
 
 
4.1  Abstract 
 
The amino acid sequence encodes the energy landscape of a protein. Therefore, we expect 
evolutionary mutations to change features of the protein energy landscape, including the 
conformations adopted by a polypeptide as it folds to its native state. Ribonucleases H (RNase 
H) from E. coli and T. thermophilus both fold via a partially folded intermediate in which the 
core region of the protein (helices A-D and strands 4-5) is structured. Strand 1, however, 
uniquely contributes to the T. thermophilus RNase H folding intermediate (Icore+1), but not the E. 
coli RNase H intermediate (Icore) (Rosen & Marqusee, PLoS One 2015). We explore the origin of 
this difference by characterizing the folding intermediate of seven ancestral RNases H spanning 
the evolutionary history of these two homologs. Using fragment models with or without strand 1 
and FRET probes to characterize the folding intermediate of each ancestor, we find a distinct 
evolutionary trend across the family— the involvement of strand 1 in the folding intermediate is 
an ancestral feature that is maintained in the thermophilic lineage and is gradually lost in the 
mesophilic lineage. Evolutionary sequence changes indeed modulate the conformations present 
on the folding landscape and altered the folding trajectory of RNase H.  
 
 
4.2  Introduction 
 
A major effort in protein biophysics is to understand how the amino acid sequence encodes a 
protein’s energy landscape. This energy landscape represents all of the conformations that a 
given polypeptide chain can adopt, their relative stabilities, and the dynamics of inter-conversion 
between these states.1 Importantly, this landscape also encodes the protein’s folding pathway— 
the process by which an unfolded polypeptide navigates its energy landscape to the native state, 
which is usually its thermodynamically most stable conformation.2 A deeper understanding of 
how the amino acid sequence encodes a protein’s energy landscape and the evolutionary 
pressures that act on this landscape will allow us to more accurately predict the function of 
uncharacterized proteins, provide tools to engineer protein properties of interest, and better 
understand when and how protein folding goes wrong.  
 
This multi-dimensional energy landscape ultimately defines a protein’s biological activity and 
organismal fitness, and, as such, is subject to selection over the course of molecular evolution.3,4 
Mutations will alter specific features of the landscape in response to changing evolutionary 
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pressures, while maintaining the overall fitness of the protein.5,6 While the native structure of a 
protein is fairly robust to small sequence changes (typically two homologs with approximately 
>30% sequence identity will adopt the same fold), other regions of the landscape, such as 
partially folded states, may be more labile to mutation.7,8 These high-energy states are known to 
contribute to a protein’s function, folding, and fitness.9 To date, however, we lack a clear 
understanding of how evolutionary processes modulate a protein’s energy landscape and thus 
generate the diversity of properties observed across the proteome.  
 
One approach to understanding the subtleties encoded in the sequence of a protein has been to 
characterize the biophysical properties of homologous proteins.  These studies have revealed 
how proteins with nearly identical folds can have different stabilities, folding pathways, and 
conformational states.7,10–12 One such well-studied example is E. coli RNase H (ecRNH*) and T. 
thermophilus RNase H (ttRNH*). (The asterisk (*) refers the cysteine-free variant of the protein, 
which has been used in the majority of biophysical studies of RNases H.13) While these two 
proteins catalyze the same reaction and have nearly identical folds, ttRNH*, which is from a 
thermophilic organism, is more stable across a wide range of temperatures than ecRNH*, which 
is from a mesophilic organism.14 Both ecRNH* and ttRNH* are known to fold through a three-
state mechanism with a rapidly forming partially folded intermediate that forms within the dead 
time of the stopped-flow (milliseconds), followed by a slower rate-limiting step that occurs on 
the order of seconds (U ⇋ I ⇋ N).15,16 NMR, hydrogen exchange, and mutational studies have 
revealed that the α-helical core region of the protein involving helices A-D and strands 4 and 5 
(residues 43 to 122, ecRNH* numbering) is structured in the folding intermediate, while the rest 
of the protein, the periphery, remains unstructured until the rate-limiting step (Figure 4.1).16–20 A 
fragment of RNase H, with only residues 43 to 122 of the full-length sequence, referred to as 
Icore, was created as a structural model of the folding intermediate. This fragment folds 
autonomously and can be used as an equilibrium model of the transient folding 
intermediate.18,20,21 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Structure of ribonuclease H 
Structure of T. thermophilus RNase H (PDB: 1RIL). The Icore region of the protein is depicted in 
green, and strand 1, additionally involved in Icore+1, is depicted in black. Numbers represent β-
strands (strands 1-5) and letters represent α-helices (helix A-E). Tryptophan residues are 
highlighted in blue, and residue 4, the TNB labeling site, is highlighted in red. 
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Curiously, recent studies have suggested that the first β-strand (Strand 1) can dock on to this Icore 
region in ttRNH* but not in ecRNH*, and that this first β-strand is structured in the folding 
intermediate of ttRNH*, but not of ecRNH*.21,22 A mimic of this intermediate (Icore+1), created 
using an non-natural linker between strand 1 and helix A, was found to fold autonomously and 
had a distinctly higher stability than Icore for ttRNH*.21 This implies that strand 1 contributes to 
the structure and stability of Icore+1, and therefore Icore and Icore+1 are separate minima on the 
energy landscape of ttRNH*. Kinetic experiments using FRET confirmed that Icore+1 is the likely 
structure of the ttRNH* folding intermediate (Figure 4.2). In contrast, for ecRNH*, addition of 
strand 1 to create Icore+1 did not alter stability, indicating that strand 1 does not contribute any 
stability to the core and is likely unstructured in ecRNH*.21 This, along with additional 
experiments, suggested that the folding intermediate of ecRNH* is comprised of Icore and does 
not involve strand 1 (Figure 4.2).16–18,20,21  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2: RNase H Evolutionary Tree 
Phylogenetic tree of the RNase H family illustrating the reconstructed ancestors, adapted from 
Hart et al. PLoS Biology (2014) and Lim et al. PNAS (2016).23,24 Branches are labeled with their 
branch lengths (average number of substitutions per site) and circles represent the nodes of the 
reconstructed RNase H ancestors. Anc1* is the last common ancestor between ecRNH* and 
ttRNH*. Two ancestors (Anc2*, Anc3*) exist along the thermophilic lineage leading to ttRNH*. 
Four ancestors (AncA*, AncB*, AncC*, AncD*) exist along the mesophilic lineage leading to 
ecRNH*. The structure of the folding intermediate for the two extant homologs, ecRNH* and 
ttRNH*, are shown to the right. 
 
 
Here, we have explored the origin of this structural difference by harnessing information from 
evolutionary history. Previously, we employed ancestral sequence reconstruction (ASR) to 
reconstruct the ancestral proteins along the evolutionary lineages of these two RNase H 
homologs (Figure 4.2).23,24 ASR is a computational technique that involves creating a 
phylogenetic tree of a protein family and applying an evolutionary model to infer the most likely 
protein sequence at various “nodes” along the phylogenetic tree.25–28 These resurrected proteins 
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can then be generated and characterized in the laboratory. ASR has been used for a variety of 
proteins; it has yielded insights into the properties of ancient proteins, uncovered evolutionary 
trends in biophysical properties, and provided a tool to identify sequence determinants of the 
energy landscape.29–37 For the RNase H family, we reconstructed the last common ancestor of 
ttRNH* and ecRNH* (Anc1*), two ancestors along the thermophilic lineage (Anc2* and 
Anc3*), and four ancestors along the mesophilic lineage (AncA*, AncB*, AncC*, AncD*) 
(Figure 4.2).23,24 Previous thermodynamic and kinetic analyses of these proteins revealed distinct 
evolutionary trends in the kinetics and thermodynamic parameters of the landscape, and 
confirmed that all of these ancestral proteins fold via a folding intermediate, a remarkable 
conservation of the three-state folding pathway over ~3 billion years of evolution.23,24 (See 
Chapter 1 and 2) While these studies reveal a conservation of the folding mechanism, they do not 
divulge structural features of these intermediates, so whether the folding pathway of RNase H 
was structurally conserved was not addressed.  
 
Here, we generate and characterize fragment models of the folding intermediate (Icore and Icore+1) 
for each ancestral protein along the lineages of ttRNH* and ecRNH* to determine 1) what 
conformations are present on the RNase H energy landscape over evolution, and 2) which 
partially folded structure (Icore or Icore+1) each ancestral protein populates en route to its native 
state. We find a distinct evolutionary trend in the structure of the folding intermediate across the 
two RNase H lineages—the involvement of strand 1 in the folding intermediate is an ancestral 
feature of RNase H that is maintained in the thermophilic lineage, and is gradually lost in the 
mesophilic lineage. Our study reveals evidence that sequence changes over evolution indeed 
alter the conformations along the folding pathway of a protein, and provide a system to address 
how selective pressures might modulate the different features of the protein energy landscape. 
 
 
4.3  Results 
 
4.3.1 Icore and Icore+1 fragments of ancestral RNases H 
 
We generated fragment mimics, Icore and Icore+1, for each of the RNase H ancestral proteins 
(Figure 4.2). For each ancestral protein, the sequence defining Icore and Icore+1 was determined 
from the multiple sequence alignment of the RNase H family and corresponds to the same 
regions as the extant proteins, ecRNH* and ttRNH*. Icore fragment spans residues 43 and 122 
(ecRNH* numbering), and the Icore+1 fragment has strand 1 (residues 1 to 20) as an N-terminal 
addition before helix A, the first helix of the core.18,22 The sequence spanning the Icore+1 fragment 
is non-contiguous, so an unnatural junction between strand 1 and helix A is created for this 
construct (the last residue of strand 1 (residue 20) is followed by the first residue of helix A 
(residue 43)).22 All fragment mimics expressed and purified to homogeneity using previously 
established methods for expression and purification.18,20,21 
 
All of the fragments generated (Icore and Icore+1 for each ancestral protein) form autonomous 
folding units as determined by circular dichroism spectroscopy (CD).  All spectra show minima 
at 208 nm and 222 nm, consistent with a largely α-helical structure (see Figure 4.3A below for an 
example). 
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4.3.2 The last common ancestor, Anc1*, populates two different partially folded states on 
the energy landscape 
 
To determine whether Anc1*, the last common ancestor between ecRNH* and ttRNH*, 
populates two different partially folded structures on its energy landscape, we monitored the 
thermodynamic stabilities of the fragments using CD spectroscopy. Equilibrium urea-
denaturation melts of each protein resulted in cooperative sigmoidal curves, which fit well to a 
two-state model to yield stabilities (ΔGunf) and associated m-values (Figure 4.3B).38 As evident 
from the denaturation profiles, Anc1* Icore and Icore+1 have different stabilities and m-values, 
indicating that they are distinct autonomously folded structures that are representative of 
different minima on the energy landscape, similar to results from the fragments of ttRNH* 
(Figure 4.3B, Table 4.1).21  
 
To assess which fragment model, Icore or Icore+1, is more representative of the kinetic folding 
intermediate of Anc1*, we compared the stability of the fragments to the calculated stability of 
the folding intermediate determined from kinetic refolding experiments of the full-length 
protein.39 We used the data from a global three-state analysis of the kinetic chevron plot, which 
yielded the kinetic and thermodynamic parameters of the three-state folding landscape of each 
ancestral protein (U ⇋ I ⇋ N).24 We then compared the Cm, the [urea] at which half the protein is 
unfolded, between the fragments and the burst-phase intermediate from the kinetic analysis. Note 
that we used the Cm rather than ΔGunf because Anc1* Icore does not have a well-defined folded 
baseline and Cm, which corresponds to the inflection point of a sigmoidal curve, is more robust 
to errors in the fit than ΔGunf. The Cm of the folding intermediate of Anc1*, 3.71 ± 0.35 M, 
matches closely to the Cm of Icore+1 (3.56 ± 0.09 M), but not of Icore (2.09 ± 0.17 M) (Figure 4.3B, 
Table 4.1). Thus, the properties of the Icore+1 fragment appear to be more consistent with the 
kinetic folding intermediate populated during refolding for Anc1*.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3: Anc1* folds via the Icore+1 intermediate  
A) CD spectra of Anc1* Icore fragment (black circles) and Icore+1 fragment (open circles). B) 
Representative urea denaturation melts of Anc1* Icore fragment (black circles) and Icore+1 
fragment (open circles) monitored by CD at 222 nm. The red shaded region represents the Cm 
range of the kinetic folding intermediate for each ancestor, as determined previously from a 
chevron analysis of the full-length protein.24 
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4.3.3 The folding intermediate structure Icore+1 is maintained in the thermophilic lineage 
 
Characterization of the Icore and Icore+1 fragments of ancestors along the thermophilic lineage 
revealed that, similar to Anc1* and ttRNH*, Icore and Icore+1 are two different minima on the 
energy landscape for the thermophilic ancestors. The CD spectra of the fragments of Anc2* and 
Anc3* show they are all well-folded, largely α-helical structures (Figure 4.4A, 4.4B). 
Equilibrium urea-denaturation curves indicate that Icore and Icore+1 have different stabilities and m-
values, indicating they are distinct autonomously folded structures representing different minima 
on the energy landscape for both Anc2* and Anc3* (Figure 4.4A, 4.4B, Table 4.1).  
Additionally, we compared the stabilities of Icore and Icore+1 to the stability of the kinetic folding 
intermediate from refolding experiments (as described previously for Anc1*). The Cm of the 
Anc2* folding intermediate (3.26 ± 0.60 M) matches closely to the Cm of the Icore+1 fragment 
(3.45 ± 0.04 M) and not to the Icore fragment (1.67 ± 0.20 M). The Cm of the Anc3* folding 
intermediate (4.31 ± 0.58 M) matches closely to the Cm of the Icore+1 fragment (4.50 ± 0.07 M) 
and not to the Icore fragment (3.23 ± 0.11 M). Thus, Icore+1 appears to be a better model of the 
kinetic folding intermediate populated during refolding for all proteins along the thermophilic 
lineage.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4: The Icore+1 intermediate is maintained in the thermophilic lineage 
CD spectra (left) and representative urea denaturation melts (right) of Icore fragment (black 
circles) and Icore+1 fragment (open circles) of A) Anc2* and B) Anc3*. The red shaded region on 
right panels represents the Cm range of the kinetic folding intermediate, as determined previously 
from a chevron analysis of the full-length protein.24 
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4.3.4 There is a gradual shift in the intermediate structure from Icore+1 to Icore along the 
mesophilic lineage 
 
We then characterized fragment models of ancestors along the mesophilic lineage. Although 
ecRNH* folds via Icore, our studies on Anc1* suggest that the folding intermediate of its oldest 
ancestor, involves strand 1.16–18,21 Characterizing the properties of Icore and Icore+1 fragments of 
ancestors along the mesophilic lineage might uncover an evolutionary pattern of interest.  
 
The Icore and Icore+1 fragments of the ancestors along the mesophilic lineage reveal that the two 
distinct partially folded states on the energy landscape gradually converge. The CD spectra of all 
Icore and Icore+1 fragments of the mesophilic ancestors, AncA*, AncB*, AncC*, AncD* show they 
are well-folded, largely α-helical structures (Figure 4.5A-D). Equilibrium urea-denaturation 
curves show that for AncA*, Icore and Icore+1 have different stabilities, corresponding to distinct 
minima on the energy landscape (Figure 4.5A, Table 1). In fact, the Icore fragment of AncA* was 
quite destabilized with no folded baseline, and was thus not fit to a two-state model. The Cm of 
the folding intermediate from kinetic experiments (1.75 ± 0.34 M) overlaps with the Cm of 
AncA* Icore+1 (1.57 ± 0.05 M) but not to Icore (Cm ~0 M), suggesting that strand 1 is involved in 
the folding intermediate of AncA*. For the next ancestor along the mesophilic lineage, AncB*, 
Icore and Icore+1 have different stabilities, showing that these two structures remain distinct minima 
on the energy landscape (Figure 4.5B, Table 1). The Cm of the AncB* folding intermediate from 
kinetics (3.95 ± 0.93 M) is more similar to the Cm of Icore+1 (4.44 ± 0.06 M) than of Icore (3.19 ± 
0.16 M). However, since the errors overlap, the identity of the folding intermediate cannot be 
determined unambiguously. A similar outcome is found for AncC*, but the stabilities of Icore and 
Icore+1 are even more similar to each other, and the identity of the folding intermediate again 
cannot be determined unambiguously (Figure 4.5C, Table 1). The stabilities of Icore and Icore+1 for 
the final ancestor along the mesophilic lineage, AncD*, are nearly identical, indicating they are 
no longer distinct minima on the energy landscape (Figure 4.5D, Table 1). The addition of strand 
1 to the helical core of AncD* does not appear to affect the stability nor the m-value, indicating 
that AncD* does not populate the Icore+1 intermediate, similar to ecRNH*. The Cm of the AncD* 
folding intermediate from kinetic experiments overlaps with the Cm of the AncD* fragments, 
indicating that Icore is the likely intermediate of AncD*.  
 
4.3.5 Strand 1 docks before the rate-limiting step during Anc1* folding 
 
To further confirm that the folding intermediate of the last common ancestor, Anc1*, involves 
strand 1 in addition the α-helical core, we employed FRET labeling to monitor strand 1 docking 
to the core during refolding of the full-length protein.21 If strand 1 is involved in the structure of 
the folding intermediate, which forms within milliseconds of refolding, then strand 1 should 
come in contact with the core on this milliseconds time scale, much faster than the subsequent 
rate-limiting step of global folding when the periphery folds (~seconds to minutes).    
 
To assess this, residue 4 on strand 1 of Anc1* (ecRNH* numbering) was mutated to cysteine 
(K4C) and labeled with thionitrobenzoate (TNB) (Figure 4.1). The TNB is used to quench the 
intrinsic fluorescence of the cluster of tryptophan residues located in the α-helical core region of 
the protein in a distance-dependent manner. A tryptophan on strand 2 of Anc1* (W22Y) was 
mutated to tyrosine to remove any contribution from the periphery of the protein. This is the 
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Figure 4.5: The Icore+1 intermediate is lost in the mesophilic lineage 
CD spectra (left) and representative urea denaturation melts (right) of Icore fragment (black 
circles) and Icore+1 fragment (open circles) of A) AncA*, B) AncB*, C) AncC*, D) AncD*. The 
red shaded region on right panels represents the Cm range of the kinetic folding intermediate for 
each ancestor, as determined previously from a chevron analysis of the full-length protein.24 
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Table 4.1: Thermodynamic parameters of ancestral RNase H fragment models 

 Anc3* Anc2* Anc1* AncA* AncB* AncC* AncD* 
Icore fragment        

ΔGunf (kcal mol-1) 2.81 ± 0.08 1.27 ± 0.12 1.71 ± 0.11 not fitted‡ 3.41 ± 0.11 2.58 ± 0.10 2.79 ± 0.10 
munf (kcal mol-1 M-1) 0.87 ± 0.05 0.76 ± 0.06 0.82 ± 0.04 not fitted‡ 1.07 ± 0.04 1.26 ± 0.03 1.18 ± 0.03 

Cm (M) 3.23 ± 0.11 1.67 ± 0.20 2.09 ± 0.17 not fitted‡ 3.19 ± 0.16 2.05 ± 0.09 2.36 ± 0.10 
Icore+1 fragment        
ΔGunf (kcal mol-1) 5.17 ± 0.07 4.21 ± 0.09 4.14 ± 0.20 2.42 ± 0.07 5.56 ± 0.08 3.64 ± 0.08 2.78 ± 0.06 
munf (kcal mol-1 M-1) 1.15 ± 0.01 1.22 ± 0.04 1.15 ± 0.07 1.54 ± 0.03 1.25 ± 0.03 1.35 ± 0.03 1.13 ± 0.02 

Cm (M) 4.50 ± 0.07 3.45 ± 0.04 3.56 ± 0.09 1.57 ± 0.05 4.44 ± 0.06 2.69 ± 0.04 2.46 ± 0.03 

Kinetic 
Intermediate 

       

Cm (M) ‡‡ 4.31 ± 0.58 3.26 ± 0.6 3.71 ± 0.35 1.75 ± 0.34 3.95 ± 0.93 2.91 ± 0.77 2.58 ± 0.56 
Errors are in S.D. ‡Not sufficient folded baseline to fit to a two-state model. ‡‡Calculated from data published in Lim et al. PNAS (2016).24 

 
 
same approach that was used previously on ttRNH* to confirm that strand 1 is involved in its 
folding intermediate.21 
 
TNB-labeled Anc1* was characterized by CD spectroscopy to confirm that the mutations and the 
labeling did not significantly perturb the protein. The CD spectrum of TNB-labeled Anc1* 
indicates that the overall fold of the protein is unchanged from wild-type Anc1* (Figure 4.6A).  
Equilibrium urea-denaturation melts yield a cooperative transition that fit well to a two-state 
model, with ΔGunf = 6.80 ± 0.6 kcal mol-1 and m-value of 1.82 ± 0.16 kcal mol-1 M-1, a 3.4 kcal 
mol-1 destabilization from wild-type Anc1* (Figure 4.6B). Since there is no change in CD 
spectra or the m-value and cooperativity of the protein, TNB-labeled Anc1*-K4C-W22Y appears 
to be a destabilized, but properly folded variant of Anc1*.  
 
We confirmed that TNB on strand 1 quenches the intrinsic fluorescence of the tryptophan 
residues in the core region of the protein in the folded state but not when the protein is unfolded, 
and thus can be used as a probe for refolding kinetics (Figure 4.6C). We chose to monitor 
kinetics at 375 nm, since there is a large difference in the fluorescence signal between the folded 
and unfolded state for the labeled protein, but there is little difference in signal between folded 
and unfolded states for the unlabeled protein. Thus, changes in signal at 375 nm during refolding 
should largely report on the FRET-based quenching of tryptophan fluorescence by TNB, and 
correspond to the process of strand 1 docking to the core.  
 
Refolding kinetic traces of TNB-labeled Anc1* at different [urea] were monitored by both 
fluorescence (monitors strand 1 docking to core) and CD (monitors global folding). Fluorescence 
refolding traces show a large decrease in signal that occurs within the dead-time of the stopped-
flow fluorimeter (~7.3 milliseconds) (Figure 4.7A). This decrease in fluorescence is not observed 
with unlabeled protein, indicating that this fast phase is unique to quenching by TNB (Figure 
4.7B). Although we cannot capture the transient kinetics of TNB quenching, we can use the dead 
time of the stopped-flow (7.3 milliseconds) to determine that the rate of TNB quenching is quite 
fast (kquench >> 136 sec-1) (Figure 4.7D).  
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Refolding monitored by CD using manual mixing and stopped-flow shows that global folding is 
significantly slower than TNB quenching (Figure 4.7C, 4.7D). Similar to wild-type Anc1*, upon 
refolding of TNB-labeled Anc1*, there is a burst phase in the CD signal within the dead time of 
the stopped-flow instrument (18 milliseconds) that corresponds to the formation of the folding 
intermediate. This is followed by an observable phase corresponding to global folding to the 
native state over the rate-limiting step. This takes place in seconds to minutes for TNB-labeled 
Anc1*, on the same time scale as wild-type Anc1* (Figure 4.7C, 4.7D). Thus, consistent with the 
fragment data, TNB kinetic experiments show that strand 1 contacts the core well before the rate-
limiting step and is likely involved in the structure of the Anc1* folding intermediate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.6: Anc1*-K4C-W22Y labeled with TNB can be used to monitor strand 1 docking 
A) CD spectra of Anc1*-K4C-W22Y labeled with TNB (black circles) and Anc1* wild-type 
(open circles). B) Representative urea denaturation melts of Anc1*-K4C-W22Y labeled with 
TNB (black circles) and Anc1* wild-type (open circles) monitored by CD at 222 nm. C) 
Fluorescence emission spectra of Anc1*-K4C-W22Y folded (low [urea], black circles) and 
unfolded (high [urea], open circles) labeled with TNB (left) and unlabeled (right). The red solid 
line marks emission at 375 nm.  
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Figure 4.7: Strand 1 docking occurs much faster than global folding for Anc1*-K4C-W22Y 
labeled with TNB 
Fluorescence stopped-flow refolding kinetics of Anc1*-K4C-W22Y A) labeled with TNB or B) 
unlabeled. Representative traces at 1 M [urea] (top) and 1.5 M [urea] (bottom) are shown. The 
red circle represents the expected signal for the unfolded protein. C) Representative refolding 
kinetics of Anc1*-K4C-W22Y labeled with TNB monitored by stopped-flow CD. Final refolding 
conditions are 1 M [urea]. The red circle represents the expected CD signal for the unfolded 
protein and the red line represents a fit of the observed kinetics to a single exponential. D) 
Chevron plot of Anc1*-K4C-W22Y labeled with TNB. The black circles represent global 
folding kinetics monitored by CD of Anc1*-K4C-W22Y labeled with TNB. The chevron for 
wild-type Anc1* is shown by a gray line for comparison.24 Red triangles represent the lower 
limit of the rate constant for TNB quenching, estimated from the dead time of the stopped-flow 
fluorimeter. 
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4.4  Discussion 
 
In this study, we turn to ancestral proteins to investigate the evolutionary significance of a 
structural difference in the energy landscapes of two homologs, E. coli RNase H and T. 
thermophilus RNase H. By generating fragment mimics of the core folding intermediate with or 
without strand 1 for each ancestral protein along the lineages of ecRNH* or ttRNH*, we 
determined whether Icore and Icore+1 form two distinct partially folded states on the energy 
landscape of each ancestor. Additionally, by comparing the stabilities of the fragments to the 
calculated stability of the folding intermediate in the full-length protein, we determined which 
structure, Icore or Icore+1, is representative of the partially folded state populated before the rate-
limiting step of folding. Our results indicate a clear change in the conformations populated on the 
RNase H energy landscape over ~3 billion years of evolution, and provides an evolutionary 
record of how sequence changes alter a protein’s folding pathway.  
 
 

 
 
Figure 4.8: The conformation of the folding intermediate changes over RNase H evolution 
Characterization of the fragment models of the folding intermediate for each ancestral RNase H 
protein demonstrates that the involvement of strand 1, and thus, the conformation of the folding 
intermediate, changes over evolutionary history. The involvement of strand 1 is an ancestral 
feature that is maintained in the thermophilic lineage to T. thermophilus RNase H and gradually 
lost in the mesophilic lineage to E. coli RNase H. 
 
 
4.4.1 The conformations on the energy landscape change over RNase H evolution 
 
Previous studies revealed a clear difference between the energy landscapes of two homologous 
proteins, ecRNH* and ttRNH*.21 ttRNH* populates two distinct partially folded states on the 
energy landscape (Icore and Icore+1), whereas ecRNH* is able to populate only one of these states 
(Icore). We find that, similar to ttRNH*, Icore and Icore+1 are distinct minima on the energy 
landscape of Anc1*, the last common ancestor of these two homologs. This ancestral feature 
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remains preserved in the thermophilic lineage, as Anc2* and Anc3* exhibit similar behavior. 
Along the mesophilic lineage, we find a gradual convergence in the stability of the Icore and Icore+1 
states, such that by AncD*, the most recent ancestor of ecRNH*, there is no difference in 
energetics between the presence or absence of strand 1. This indicates that mutations along the 
mesophilic lineage resulted in the inability of strand 1 to dock to the core region of the protein 
without the rest of the periphery.   
 
There are subtle changes in the shape of the CD spectra and m-values of the Icore and Icore+1 
fragments across the different ancestral proteins. Although we do not attempt to elucidate the 
molecular details of these changes in spectral shape and solvent-accessible surface area, they 
may be indicative of subtle differences in the conformations of these partially folded states 
across the RNase H family that future experiments using, for example, NMR or hydrogen 
exchange, may uncover.  
 
4.4.2 The structure of the folding intermediate changes over RNase H evolution 
 
The folding trajectories of the ancestral RNase H proteins were previously characterized by 
kinetic studies, which yielded a detailed description of the energetics, but not the structural 
details of the folding pathway.24 By comparing the stability of the folding intermediate to the 
fragment models, we were able to infer which structure each ancestral protein folds through. 
Anc1*, the last common ancestor, the ancestors and homologs along the thermophilic lineage 
(Anc2*, Anc3*, and ttRNH*), and the first ancestor along the mesophilic lineage (AncA*), all 
fold via a folding intermediate that involves the core and strand 1. (Figure 4.8) The identity of 
the folding intermediate for AncB* and AncC* cannot be unambiguously determined because 
the stabilities of Icore and Icore+1 are too similar. However, strand 1 does not appear to be involved 
in the folding intermediate of AncD* and ecRNH*. There appears to be a clear shift in the 
folding intermediate structure along the mesophilic lineage. (Figure 4.8)  
 
4.4.3 Sequence properties of the fragment models 
 
Icore and Icore+1 are truncations of the respective full-length protein, and although they contain the 
predicted structured regions of the protein in the folding intermediate, they are fragment models 
that involve deletions and non-natural junctions. It is possible that these autonomously folded 
fragments at equilibrium do not fully capture the conformation of the kinetic folding 
intermediate. There may be some role of the apparently disordered periphery, and there may be 
non-native or partially formed interactions in the folding intermediate during refolding. The 
NMR structure of Icore+1 of ttRNH*, shows however, a native-like conformation of strand 1.22 
Additionally, corroborating data obtained by NMR, mutations, hydrogen exchange, and FRET-
based TNB quenching experiments suggest that these fragments are consistently good models of 
the intermediate for RNases H, and are useful tools to study the properties of transiently formed 
species that typically cannot be captured in a kinetic experiment.16–18,20,21 
 
The RNase H ancestors and homologs are between 52 and 93% identical in sequence to each 
other, with ecRNH* and ttRNH* being the most dissimilar.23 The core region is more conserved 
than the periphery across the proteins.24 Our thermodynamic studies and a previously solved 
NMR structure of ttRNH* Icore+1 suggest that the folding intermediate likely adopts a structure 
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similar to the fully folded state.16–18,22 Thus, we can expect that in the folding intermediate, 
strand 1 makes contacts with residues in helix A and strand 5, and mutations at that interface are 
likely to contribute to the loss of strand 1 docking in the mesophilic lineage. However, the 
gradual convergence of the two partially folded states along the mesophilic lineage suggests that 
there is not a single mutation, but rather, a series of mutations that are responsible for the 
undocking of strand 1. This, along with epistatic effects, are likely to complicate the 
identification of sequence determinants for the early docking of strand 1.40 Preliminary analyses 
of sequence alignments have not identified obvious sequence determinants— future mutational 
studies will be employed to uncover the mechanistic details underlying this structural shift in the 
folding intermediate.   
 
4.4.4 Addressing uncertainty in ancestral sequence reconstruction 
 
Since ancestral sequence reconstruction produces inferred maximum likelihood sequences based 
on a phylogenetic relationship of extant homologs, it is important to consider how uncertainty in 
the reconstruction may affect the measured biophysical properties.27,28,41 This has been addressed 
extensively in previous works on the ancestral proteins of the ribonuclease H family by 
generating and characterizing alternative sequences, and it was found that the thermodynamic 
and kinetic properties were robust to uncertainty in the reconstruction.23,24 Although we have not 
characterized the fragment models of the alternative sequences in this study, we can infer from 
sequence identities and posterior probabilities whether our measured properties of the fragments 
would be robust to the reconstruction.  
 
First, the mean posterior probability in the region spanning core and strand 1 for each ancestral 
RNases H (92.0 - 98.1%) indicates that the reconstruction is well supported in this region of the 
protein with little ambiguity in the inferred amino acid. Second, the core and strand 1 region of 
the protein are highly similar across the alternate sequences of Anc1*. In the region of the 
protein spanning the core and strand 1, the mean pairwise sequence identity between Anc1* and 
the alternative sequences of Anc1* is 96.9% (range 92.8 - 99.0%). Most of the alternative 
sequences of Anc1* are invariant in the interface between the core and strand 1. Of those that do 
have changes, there are only two potential conservative changes (L7I and R57K, E. coli RNase H 
numbering). Given this high sequence conservation, we believe that the conclusions from our 
study, drawn from the fragment conformations observed across multiple ancestors in the two 
lineages, are likely robust to reconstruction uncertainty.  
  
4.4.5 Evolutionary significance of the folding intermediate structure 
 
What might be the evolutionary significance of early docking of strand 1 onto the core, and what 
impact might it have on the protein’s biological function? The early docking of strand 1 to the 
core region of the protein poses an entropic challenge, as strand 1 is located at the N-termini of 
the protein and the sequence of the core does not begin until further along the polypeptide. There 
would be a conformational penalty for this strand to dock onto the core region that is non-
contiguous in sequence space. Thus, we believe that the maintenance of this entropically 
unfavorable interaction along the thermophilic lineage for ~3 billion years is significant, 
especially since the interaction can be lost without compromising folding, as shown in the 
mesophilic lineage. Whether a more thermophilic protein requires a more structured intermediate 
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is not established, but the unique environmental conditions that thermophilic proteins experience 
may play a role in the nature of the structures populated along the folding pathway of RNase 
H.42,43 Additionally, analytical ultracentrifugation experiments have shown that Icore, but not 
Icore+1, homodimerizes in a head-to-head manner with a Kd of ~150 µM for ttRNH*.20,21 Perhaps, 
docking of strand 1 onto the core masks the dimerization interface and prevents any unwanted 
protein-protein interactions, particularly since partially folded states on the energy landscape of 
proteins have been attributed to be gateways for misfolding and aggregation.44,45 
 
Alternatively, it is entirely possible that strand 1 docking is not directly under selection, but 
instead, coupled to another unknown property under evolutionary pressure. All of the RNase H 
proteins studied fold efficiently with high fidelity, so the involvement of strand 1 in the folding 
intermediate may be a neutral trait. Although the true evolutionary implication of strand 1 during 
RNase H evolution may be lost in history, our study nonetheless illuminates the evolutionary 
process during which features on the RNase H energy landscape changed to yield extant 
homologs that fold via different conformations. 
 
 
4.5  Conclusion 
 
In this study, we characterize the conformations present on the energy landscape of ancestral 
proteins of the RNase H family and identify the putative intermediate structure that each ancestor 
folds through to reach its native state. The involvement of the first β-strand in the folding 
intermediate is conserved in a lineage leading to a thermophilic homolog, whereas this feature is 
gradually lost in a separate lineage to a mesophilic RNase H. Our study shows how partially 
folded states can appear or disappear over evolution without altering the native fold and activity 
the protein, and that a protein’s folding pathway is not necessarily structurally conserved over 
evolution. Future efforts to understand how all of these different conformational states are 
encoded and altered by the sequence will reveal the mechanisms underlying these trends, and 
inform our efforts to engineer and design specific features on the protein energy landscape. 
 
 
4.6  Materials and Methods 
 
4.6.1 Constructs of RNase H variants 
 
Icore fragments were subcloned from full-length constructs of the corresponding ancestral protein 
into a pET27b vector using NdeI and HindIII/BamHI/XhoI as insertion sites.24 Insertion of the 
strand 1 sequence to create Icore+1 from Icore was done via round-the-horn PCR. Single-site 
mutations were generated by site-directed mutagenesis and were sequence verified by Sanger 
sequencing. See Chapter 4 Appendix (Section 4.8) for full sequences of protein studied. 
 
4.6.2 Protein expression and purification 
 
The Icore and Icore+1 fragments for the different ancestral proteins were recombinantly over-
expressed in E. coli and purified as described previously if found in the soluble fraction, or 
refolded and purified from the insoluble fraction.18,20,21  
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For the soluble purification, the protein of interest was expressed in E. coli Rosetta2-PLysS at 
37°C. Protein expression was induced in mid-log phase (OD600nm = 0.6) with 1 mM IPTG and 
the cells were harvested 3 hours after induction. The cells were resuspended in buffer (50 mM 
Tris pH 8.0 20 mM NaCl 250µM EDTA), lysed by sonication, and the lysate was clarified by 
centrifugation. The soluble fraction was bound to a Heparin column and eluted with a high salt 
gradient. Fractions containing protein of interest was pooled, diluted 3-fold with ddH2O, and the 
pH was adjusted to 5.5. After centrifugation to remove precipitate, the soluble fraction was 
bound to a cation exchange column and eluted with a high salt gradient. The buffer used for the 
cation exchange was 20 mM sodium acetate pH 5.5 100 mM NaCl 250µM EDTA. Fractions 
containing protein of interest was pooled and dialyzed to RNase H buffer (20 mM sodium 
acetate pH 5.5 50 mM KCl). Size exclusion chromatography was done for further purification as 
necessary.  
 
For the insoluble purification, the protein of interest was expressed in E. coli similarly to the 
soluble prep protocol. The cells were resuspended in buffer (50 mM Tris pH 8.0 20 mM NaCl 
250µM EDTA), lysed by sonication, and the lysate was clarified by centrifugation. The pellet 
was washed with 20 mM Tris pH 8.0 with 2% Triton, followed by sonication and centrifugation. 
The wash was repeated twice without Triton, and the pellet was resolubilized with 50% 
acetonitrile 0.2% TFA. The protein was refolded dropwise into 20 mM sodium acetate pH 5.5 
150 mM NaCl and remaining acetonitrile was removed by dialysis. The filtered dialysate was 
bound to a cation exchange column and eluted with a high salt gradient under the same buffer 
conditions. Fractions containing protein of interest was pooled and dialyzed to RNase H buffer 
(20 mM sodium acetate pH 5.5 50 mM KCl). Size exclusion chromatography was done for 
further purification as necessary. 
 
The purity and mass of the purified proteins were confirmed by SDS-PAGE and mass 
spectrometry. Anc1*-K4C-W22Y was expressed in E. coli and purified using established full-
length RNase H soluble purification protocols as described above.16 
 
4.6.3 CD Equilibrium Experiments 
 
CD spectra and urea denaturation melts were measured using an Aviv 410 CD 
spectrophotometer. For spectra, the CD signal from 200 nm to 300 nm was collected in a 0.1-cm 
path length cuvette at 25°C. Samples contained 0.4 mg/mL of protein in 20 mM sodium acetate 
50 mM potassium chloride pH 5.5 (RNase H Buffer). All CD spectra were blanked with RNase 
H buffer in the absence of protein. For urea-denaturation studies, samples containing 40 µg/mL 
of protein and varying [urea] in RNase H buffer were equilibrated overnight. The CD signal at 
222 nm was measured in a 1-cm path length cuvette at 25°C with stirring. Melts were obtained in 
triplicate, and the data were fit to a two-state model with a linear free-energy extrapolation using 
Igor Pro.38 
 
4.6.4 TNB Labeling 
 
TNB labeling of the cysteine residue in Anc1*-K4C-W22Y was conducted as described 
previously.21 Briefly, protein was incubated with 1 mM DTT for 30 min at room temperature to 
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ensure reduction of the cysteine residue. The sample was then buffer exchanged to 6 M GdmCl 
20 mM Tris pH 8 250 µM EDTA and incubated with a 50x molar excess of DTNB at room 
temperature in the dark for 30 minutes. Excess DTNB was removed by buffer exchanging into 
RNase H buffer (20 mM sodium acetate pH 5.5 50 mM KCl). All buffer exchanges were 
conducted using a spin desalting column. Mass spectrometry confirmed ~100% labeling 
efficiency.  
 
4.6.5 Fluorescence Spectra 
 
Fluorescence spectra of TNB-labeled and unlabeled Anc1*-K4C-W22Y were obtained on a 
FluoroMax-3 fluorimeter. Intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence at 25°C was measured in a 1-cm path 
length cuvette with stirring using an excitation wavelength of 295 nm and collecting emission 
from 300 nm to 450 nm in 1 nm intervals. Protein concentration was 0.04 mg/mL and all spectra 
were buffer corrected.  
 
4.6.6 Kinetic Experiments 
 
Kinetic experiments monitored by fluorescence were performed on a Biologic SFM-400 
stopped-flow instrument. Unfolded protein at 6-8 mg/mL in high [urea] in RNase H buffer was 
diluted 10-fold into final refolding conditions (RNase H buffer, varying concentrations of [urea]) 
at 25°C. Fluorescence signal was monitored by excitation at 295 nm, and the emission was 
collected using a 375/10 nm band-pass filter. The dead time of the stopped-flow was 7.3 
milliseconds. 
 
Kinetic experiments monitored by CD were performed on an Aviv 202 stopped-flow 
spectrophotometer or by manual mixing on an Aviv 410 spectrophotometer. For stopped-flow 
refolding experiments, unfolded protein at 6-8 mg/mL in high [urea] in RNase H buffer was 
diluted 11-fold into final refolding conditions (RNase H buffer, varying concentrations of [urea]) 
and CD signal at 222 nm was monitored at 25°C in a 0.1-cm path length cuvette. The dead time 
for the stopped-flow CD was 18 milliseconds. For manual mixing refolding or unfolding 
experiments, either unfolded or folded protein, respectively, at 1.5 mg/mL was manually diluted 
30-fold into RNase H buffer with varying concentrations of [urea] and CD signal at 222 nm was 
monitored at 25°C in a 1-cm path length cuvette, with stirring. The dead time for manual mixing 
experiments was ~10 seconds. 
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4.8  Appendix 
 
Appendix 1 Protein Sequences 
 
>Anc1* Icore 
MTNNRMELTAAIEGLRALKEPAQVDLYTDSQYVRKAITEGWLDGWQRNGWKTASKKP
VKNQDLWQALLEAMQRHQVTFHWVK 
>Anc1* Icore+1 
MTMKKVELYTDGAALGNPGPGTTNNRMELTAAIEGLRALKEPAQVDLYTDSQYVRKAI
TEGWLDGWQRNGWKTASKKPVKNQDLWQALLEAMQRHQVTFHWVK 
>Anc2* Icore 
MTTNNRMELTAAIEGLRALKEPAQVDLYTDSQYVRKAFTEGWLDGWQRNGWKTASK
KPVKNQDLWQALLEAMQRHQVTFHWVK 
>Anc2* Icore+1 
MMSSPLKRVELYTDGAALGNPGPGTTNNRMELTAAIEGLRALKEPAQVDLYTDSQYVR
KAFTEGWLDGWQRNGWKTASKKPVKNQDLWQALLEAMQRHQVTFHWVK 
>Anc3* Icore 
MTTNNRMELKAAIEGLKALKEPAQVDLYTDSQYLKKAFTEGWLEGWQRNGWRTAEG
KPVKNQDLWQALLKAMEGHQVAFHFVK 
>Anc3* Icore+1 
MSSPLKRVDLFTDGAALGNPGPGTTNNRMELKAAIEGLKALKEPAQVDLYTDSQYLKK
AFTEGWLEGWQRNGWRTAEGKPVKNQDLWQALLKAMEGHQVAFHFVK 
>AncA* Icore 
MTTNNRMELTAAIEGLRALKEPAQVELYTDSQYVRKGITTWIDGWKRNGWKTASKKP
VKNQDLWQALDEAVQRHQVTWHWVK 
>AncA* Icore+1 
MTMKKVELYTDGAALGNPGPGTTNNRMELTAAIEGLRALKEPAQVELYTDSQYVRKGI
TTWIDGWKRNGWKTASKKPVKNQDLWQALDEAVQRHQVTWHWVK 
>AncB* Icore 
MTTNNRMELMAAIEALNSLKEPANVILYTDSQYVKNGITKWIHNWKKNNWKTASGKP
VKNQDLWQALDEAIQRHQIDWRWVK 
>AncB* Icore+1 
MMKQIEIYTDGSALGNPGPGTTNNRMELMAAIEALNSLKEPANVILYTDSQYVKNGITK
WIHNWKKNNWKTASGKPVKNQDLWQALDEAIQRHQIDWRWVK 
>AncC* Icore 
MTTNNRMELMAAIVALESLKQPAEVILSTDSQYVRQGITQWIHNWKKRGWKTADKKP
VKNVDLWQRLDAAIQRHTINWKWVK 
>AncC* Icore+1 
MLKQVEIFTDGSALGNPGPGTTNNRMELMAAIVALESLKQPAEVILSTDSQYVRQGITQ
WIHNWKKRGWKTADKKPVKNVDLWQRLDAAIQRHTINWKWV K 
>AncD* Icore 
MTTNNRMELMAAIVALEALKEHAEVVLSTDSQYVRQGITQWIHNWKKRGWKTAEKKP
VKNVDLWQRLDAALGQHQIKWEWVK 
>AncD* Icore+1 
MLKQVEIFTDGSALGNPGPGTTNNRMELMAAIVALEALKEHAEVVLSTDSQYVRQGIT
QWIHNWKKRGWKTAEKKPVKNVDLWQRLDAALGQHQIKWEWVK 
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>Anc1* K4C W22Y 
MTMKCVELYTDGAALGNPGPGGYAAILRYGEHEKELSGGEAHTTNNRMELTAAIEGLR
ALKEPAQVDLYTDSQYVRKAITEGWLDGWQRNGWKTASKKPVKNQDLWQALLEAMQ
RHQVTFHWVKGHAGHPENERADQLARRAAKQQRPAAPGYA 
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Chapter 5 
Towards general evolutionary principles of protein biophysics: The 
thermostability and specificity of ancestral proteins 
 
 
This chapter is adapted from the paper: 
Wheeler LC*, Lim SA*, Harms MJ, Marqusee S. 2016. The thermostability and specificity of 
ancient proteins. Curr. Op. Struct. Biol. 38, 3-43. *co-first authors 
 
 
5.1  Abstract 
 
Were ancient proteins systematically different than modern proteins?  The answer to this 
question is profoundly important, shaping how we understand the origins of protein biochemical, 
biophysical, and functional properties. Ancestral sequence reconstruction (ASR), a phylogenetic 
approach to infer the sequences of ancestral proteins, may reveal such trends. We discuss two 
proposed trends: a transition from higher to lower thermostability and a tendency for proteins to 
acquire higher specificity over time. We review the evidence for elevated ancestral 
thermostability and discuss its possible origins in a changing environmental temperature and/or 
reconstruction bias. We also conclude that there is, as yet, insufficient data to support a trend 
from promiscuity to specificity. Finally, we propose future work to understand these proposed 
evolutionary trends. 
 
 
5.2  Introduction 
 
Ancestral sequence reconstruction (ASR) has opened a window into the sequences and properties 
of ancient proteins.1,2 In ASR, a multiple sequence alignment of modern protein sequences is 
used to construct a phylogenetic tree and the sequences of ancient proteins are inferred for 
specific ancestors on this tree. By synthesizing the genes encoding these sequences, these 
reconstructed ancient proteins can be experimentally characterized. This approach has yielded an 
explosion of results in recent years, revealing important mechanistic insights into the evolution 
of protein forms and functions.3–12   
 
One intriguing possibility is to use ASR to investigate whether ancient proteins were 
systematically different in the past, leading to parallel, directional changes in properties over 
evolutionary time. Such trends are inaccessible using comparisons between modern proteins.  If 
the evolution of protein properties were directional, it would provide a new level at which to 
explain and understand these properties. This is of deep interest to evolutionary biochemists 
seeking to identify the general principles that shape protein evolution. Further, a trend could 
mean that sampling evolutionary history would provide access to qualitatively different 
proteins13 — a boon to engineers looking for proteins with desirable properties as templates for 
further engineering.14,15   
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Recent work has suggested two trends over evolutionary time: decreasing protein stability,3 and 
increasing specificity.11 Particularly for protein engineers, these trends could be extremely 
powerful, as high stability and broad substrate specificity are desirable traits that could be 
accessed using ASR. In this review, we review the evidence supporting and contradicting these 
trends, as well as the future work required to test and extend these conclusions.  
 

 
5.3  The elevated thermostability of reconstructed pre-Cambrian 
ancient proteins  
 
We begin by evaluating evidence from ASR studies that indicate the deepest ancestors of 
mesophilic proteins were highly thermostable. Over billion-year timescales, reconstructed 
ancestral proteins display systematically higher thermostability. Reconstructed EF-Tu,3 
thioredoxin,10 DNA gyrase,8 nucleotide diphosphate kinase,7 and β-lactamase,11 all exhibit 
melting temperatures (Tm) far higher than their extant descendants. Some have argued that this is 
a universal trend,13 and have interpreted this as evidence for an ancient, hot environment.3 The 
evidence, however, is not completely universal, as reconstructed RNase H along a mesophilic 
lineage gives a relatively flat trend in stability over similar time scales.12   
 
One difficulty in comparing these studies is that different proteins have different absolute 
requirements for stability. For example, the Tms of EF-Tu bacterial homologs are generally ~2°C 
above the environmental temperature (Tenv), while the Tms of RNase H are ~30°C above Tenv. As 
a result, Tms between protein families are not directly comparable. One way to overcome this 
challenge is to convert the measured Tm of each protein to an estimate of Tenv, as Tm often 
correlates with the growth temperature of the organism from which it was derived.16 In most 
cases, this correlation arises to maintain stability above some critical threshold.17 Empirically, Tm 
generally rises by ~1°C per 1°C of Tenv, with an offset reflecting the required stability of the 
protein (e.g. 2°C for EF-Tu and 30°C for RNase H).16 This correlation has been directly 
established for three of the proteins above—EF-Tu, DNA gyrase and RNase H3,7,12 — and holds 
generally for many other proteins.16  
 
When placed on the Tenv scale, reconstructed proteins report an elevated environmental 
temperature ~3 billion years ago, though with significant scatter. Figure 5.1A shows the 
estimated Tenv over time for 17 ancestors of proteins found in the lineages leading to mesophilic 
E. coli. A total least-squares fit to the data reveals a highly significant negative slope that 
explains 75% of the variation in the data (R2 = 0.75). In contrast, the estimated Tenv over time for 
ancestors leading to thermophile T. thermophilus exhibits a slope statistically indistinguishable 
from 0 (Figure 5.1B). When taken in aggregate, these data support the hypothesis that the 
deepest ancestors had stabilities similar to proteins from modern thermophiles. While these data 
focus on the E. coli and T. thermophilus lineages, their deepest ancestors are shared both with 
each other and with most modern bacteria, thus suggesting a global transition away from ancient 
thermostability, at least along mesophilic lineages. It is not clear from these sparse, lineage-
specific data whether mesophilicity evolved in parallel along many lineages or whether it 
evolved on a few key, early ancestral branches.   
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Figure 5.1: Ancient reconstructed ancestors exhibit elevated thermostability.  
Estimated environmental temperatures experienced by proteins on lineages leading to (A) E. coli 
or (B) T. thermophilus. Point/line series indicate individual protein families: EF-Tu (red), 
thioredoxin (orange), β-lactamase (green), RNase H (blue), and nucleotide diphosphate kinase 
(purple). Measured melting temperatures for ancestors that give rise to E. coli proteins were 
mined from published literature.3,7,10–12 These were then converted to estimates of Tenv using 
measured relationships,3,7,12 or by adding an offset determined by the difference in Tm and Tenv 
for the E. coli (panel A) or T. theromophilus homologs (panel B). Time estimates were drawn 
from original publications or estimated from Battistuzzi et al 18. Time errors are standard errors. 
Tenv standard errors were set to +/- 10°C to account for uncertainty in Tm and the Tm/Tenv 
correlation. (This is a conservative estimate: when measured for NDK, RNase H, and EF-Tu,3,7,12 
the standard error was < 5°C and the Tm to Tenv variance was < 5°C). Black line is a fit 
determined by total linear regression. To find the standard deviation of fit slopes, we generated 
1,000 pseudo datasets sampled from the time and Tenv uncertainties. For E. coli, the fits reject a 
slope = 0 (p = 3 x 10-8). For T. thermophilius, the fits fail to reject a zero slope (p = 0.45). 
 
 
5.4  Evolutionary trends in thermostability are complex 
 
While ASR studies suggest that the most ancient proteins were highly thermostable, they do not 
support a smooth trend in thermostability over time. Ancestors exhibit extensive random scatter 
to the proposed trend. Such variation is expected as, over more recent timescales, protein 
stability fluctuates in response to neutral drift or adaptation in apparently random fashion.6,9,19–21 
The observed variation may also reflect uncertainty in the reconstruction, multiple heterogeneous 
environments experienced by ancient organisms, or uncertainty in the map between Tm and Tenv.   
 
This scatter extends to the mechanism of stabilization. A recent study of the evolution of 
thermostability in RNase H revealed that the thermodynamic mechanism of stabilization for the 
ancestral proteins could fluctuate, even as the Tms of the proteins varied smoothly.12 This 
indicates that, even while under selection to maintain stability in a given environment, proteins 
are free to accumulate mutations to access alternate mechanisms of stabilization. Practically, 
studying multiple ancestors may reveal new sequence and thermodynamic determinants of 
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stability. Although thermostability and the mechanism of stabilization appear to change 
independently for RNase H, the generality of this result for other proteins remains unknown.   
 
Finally, these ASR studies generally used small, monomeric, and well-behaved proteins. 
Although such simple proteins may be representative of the first proteins to arise, studies on a 
greater diversity of protein families will reveal whether observed trends are applicable to the 
entire proteome. 
 
 
5.5  Can reconstruction errors lead to inflated ancestral thermostability? 
 
While existing data are suggestive, further work must be done to test the hypothesis of ancient 
thermostability. The primary concern is that ancestral proteins are statistical reconstructions that 
cannot be directly verified. Even with good statistical support, it is unlikely that the reconstructed 
ancestor will have the exact sequence of the true ancestral state. Addressing and understanding 
this uncertainty will be critical for establishing or refuting the hypothesis that the earliest proteins 
were thermostable.   
 
High stability is unlikely to arise from random errors in the reconstruction. To account for 
uncertainty, ASR studies have generated different versions of ancestral sequences to assess the 
robustness of the measured stability to phylogenetic errors. For example, Hart et al. measured ten 
alternate sequences of a ~3 billion year-old ancestor and found a Tm of 76.7 +/- 2 °C (compared 
to 68.0°C of RNase H from E. coli) 12. Using such approaches, many sources of random error 
have been investigated: uncertain tree topology,3,7,22,23 alternate evolutionary models,24 choice of 
reconstruction method,6,23 different amino acid frequencies,3 and reconstruction 
ambiguity.3,7,11,12,25 In all such studies, the properties of the ancestors have proven robust to 
uncertainty.  
 
Of bigger concern are sources of systematic error in ASR—in particular, a bias towards elevated 
stability for deeper ancestors.26–29 Some have argued that ASR could be biased towards 
consensus sequences, which may lead to an increase in stability.27,30,31 Simulations have also 
suggested that maximum likelihood (ML), the most popular form of ASR, may give rise to 
artificially elevated stability.26 If different stabilizing mutations accumulate along different 
lineages, ML may incorrectly incorporate all of the stabilizing mutations, creating an artificially 
stable ancestor. There is also concern that variable amino acid distributions and mutation rates 
can alter reconstructions.28,29  
 
There have been some limited experimental tests of these computational predictions of bias. 
Comparisons between ancestral and consensus sequences have shown distinct statistical and 
functional properties.7,8,14,32 This suggests that any consensus bias that exists must be subtle. 
Other work have indirectly assessed this concern - the molecular basis of stability fluctuating 
over evolutionary time in the RNase H family is not consistent with bias arising from a single, 
convergent stabilization mechanism.12,26  
 
Important experiments remain. One test would be a systematic comparison of ancestors 
reconstructed using both ML and an alternative, Bayesian method. A Bayesian reconstruction 
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averages over uncertainty; therefore, it is not expected to have the same stability bias as ML 
reconstructions.26 Observing high thermostability in ancient Bayesian ancestors would be strong 
evidence that thermostability is not an artifact of the ML method. The experiment is not perfect, 
however, as Bayesian ancestors have more errors than ML ancestors as a result of incorporating 
uncertainty.23 Because of this, they may not accurately reflect the ancestral state. For example, 
one study found that a Bayesian ancestor had fundamentally different folding properties than the 
ML ancestor or any modern protein in the family,6 consistent with a poor reconstruction. 
 
Another test for bias would be to study the thermostability of reconstructed, recent ancestors of 
rapidly evolving proteins with known mesophilic ancestral environments. A rapidly evolving 
protein will accumulate similar amounts of mutations relative to the deep ancestors studied to 
date, albeit on a much shorter timescale. If ML reconstructions lead to biased stability, we would 
predict that recent ancestors of rapidly evolving proteins would exhibit erroneously elevated 
stability.    
 

 
5.6  Assessing a trend from promiscuous to specific proteins 
 
Another proposed trend is that proteins have, on average, changed from lower to higher 
specificity over deep evolutionary time.11,13 This stems from the idea that low specificity proteins 
– particularly enzymes – were important for the ability of primordial organisms to perform 
diverse chemical processes with a limited proteome (Figure 5.2A).33 It is also well established 
that increased specificity often follows gene duplication via subfunctionalization from a multi-
functional or promiscuous ancestral protein (Figure 5.2B).34,35 Given these considerations, 
proteins may, on average, increase in specificity over time.     
 
To date, few attempts have been made to investigate the specificity of the deepest ancestors. One 
recent study found that an ancestral β-lactamase was both promiscuous and less efficient than its 
descendants.11 Likewise, a study of RuBISCO found a promiscuous and inefficient ancestor, 
though this may be an artifact of poor reconstruction.36 Other studies have determined the 
activities of ancient proteins, but not their specificity.6,7 On the basis of these data, it is difficult 
to make solid conclusions about specificity trends; more measurements of ancestral specificity 
are warranted.   
 
The second model - gene duplication followed by subfunctionalization - could conceivably 
operate continuously through evolution, leading to progressively higher specificity proteins over 
all evolutionary timescales (Figure 5.2B). Studies of the evolution of specificity for ancestors 
from the last ~500 million years suggest, however, that on average, proteins do not tend towards 
higher specificity over time. Some promiscuity-to-specificity transitions have been 
identified.11,37–40 However, other studies have found switches between two high-specificity 
states,41,42 evolution through a less-specific intermediate,43–45 and even decreased specificity over 
time.46 
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Figure 5.2: Models for increased specificity of proteins over time.  
(A) Large dotted ellipses denote cells. Small ellipses are proteins, colored by their specificity. 
Because early proteomes were presumably smaller than modern proteomes, it has been proposed 
that ancient proteins had to be promiscuous to achieve all the necessary chemistry. As organisms 
evolved, their proteomes expanded, allowing each protein to become more specific. (B) Higher 
specificity (subfunctionalization) is one of the possible outcomes of gene duplication event. A 
gene encoding a low-specificity ancestral protein duplicates. Its descendants can then gain 
specificity and lose the promiscuous trait.  
 
 
This complexity likely arises because specificity is, at minimum, a bimolecular process that 
involves both the protein and its target. Further, constraints placed by the architecture of the 
larger system into which the proteins are embedded have been shown to shape specificity.45,47–53 
For example, bioinformatic analyses have revealed that protein components of higher-
complexity regulatory modules tend to possess lower specificity than those in simpler modules.54 
We therefore believe that it will be difficult to resolve a global evolutionary trend from lower to 
higher specificity.   
 
 
5.7  Conclusion 

 
A number of ASR studies are starting to reveal a consistent pattern of elevated thermostability 
for the deepest ancestors. This trend of decreasing thermostability among mesophilic lineages is 
not smooth, involving fluctuations in both Tm and mechanism of stabilization. Whether this 
reflects a real evolutionary signal or simply an artifact of the reconstruction method remains to 
be seen. From an engineering perspective, a ML reconstruction of an ancient ancestor appears to 
be a reasonable strategy for generating a thermostable, thermophilic-like protein that differs from 
a simple consensus sequence. This approach is not guaranteed—for example, reconstructed 
RNase H displays non-thermophilic-like thermostability ~3 billion years in the past—however, 
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on average, deep ancestral proteins appear to be more stable than their modern counterparts. We 
should also note that these are deep trends, and thus we would not predict recent ancestors to 
exhibit any detectable trend in stability, consistent with recent studies.6,9,20 
 
Information about the specificity of deep ancestral proteins remains sparse and will thus require 
further investigation. Studies of more recent proteins indicate that multiple modes of specificity 
evolution can be at play, suggesting a lack of general trends.   
 
Protein evolution is often viewed as a random, microscopically-reversible trajectory along a 
fitness landscape. A global trend would suggest that the fitness landscape changed in a 
systematic way, even while microscopic reversibility held. Such systematic changes in fitness 
landscape would, in turn, shape the pathways taken by proteins and provide another level at 
which to understand the emergence of new properties. ASR studies are hinting at a change in 
fitness landscape. This may help us, at a broad brush level, gain insight into the origins of protein 
features and properties.   
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Chapter 6 
Extending quantitative biophysical insights of protein evolution 
to protein engineering and biological fitness 
 
 
6.1 Introduction 
 
The majority of the work in this dissertation (Chapters 2-4) focused primarily on understanding 
how the biophysical properties of the ribonuclease H family changed over evolutionary 
timescales by characterizing the stability, kinetics, and conformations of ancestral RNases H 
proteins. In Chapter 5, we expanded these insights to other protein families and to general 
principles of protein evolution. These results have uncovered evolutionary trends in these 
properties, outlining how a protein family might change over evolutionary timescales and hinting 
at the underlying driving forces of protein evolution. In this chapter, I will highlight ongoing 
work that aim to apply insights from ancestral sequence reconstruction to consensus-based 
protein engineering and in vivo fitness. Additionally, I will introduce preliminary work using 
ancestral sequence reconstruction to study the evolution of a new protein family with an unusual 
energy landscape.  
   
 
6.2  Comparing ancestral sequence reconstruction to consensus-guided 
protein design 
 
6.2.1 Consensus protein design 
 
The consensus method is a frequency-based counting method where the most common amino 
acid at each position along a multiple sequence alignment of homologs of a protein family is 
chosen as the consensus.1 The consensus method can be used at specific sites to determine the 
consensus amino acid, which is then re-introduced as a mutation to a reference sequence 
(typically, a homolog of interest), or, it can be applied to the entire alignment matrix to generate 
a full-length consensus protein. This method has been used on a variety of proteins such as 
immunoglobulins, SH3 domains, phytases, p53, GroEL minichaperones, WW domains, 
chorismate mutase, subtilisin, β-lactamase, and others to increase the thermostability of these 
proteins.2–20 Increasing the stability of proteins has particular interests and applications for 
biotechnology and to protein biophysics in general.8,21,22  
 
In some ways, it may be surprising that a consensus mutation would preferentially stabilize, 
rather than destabilize a protein. Given the diversity of life that exists, one can argue that every 
protein sequence will be optimized towards its specific biological and ecological context, with 
intra- and inter-molecular co-evolutionary information encoded within its sequence. A naïve 
counting method may not capture this complexity, especially since mutations in general 
destabilize proteins. Alternatively, there are some possible explanations as to why a consensus 
approach may increase the stability of proteins. The consensus method assumes that the 
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frequency of a given residue in an alignment correlates with that amino acid’s contribution to 
stability. Given a thermodynamic ensemble model illustrated in Steipe et al., if thermodynamic 
stability is the dominant factor that constrains variability at each position, a residue that replaces 
a less frequent residue would tend towards a stabilizing effect.21 This model assumes that 
residues evolve randomly and independently and that the set of sequences in the multiple 
sequence alignment is an unbiased collection of sequence space, both of which are difficult to 
establish for a given protein family of interest. Regardless, there are many reports that 
demonstrate the use of consensus-based engineering for protein stabilization.  
 
6.2.2 Comparison to ancestral proteins derived by ASR 
 
Both consensus and ancestral sequence reconstruction (ASR) use the sequence and alignment of 
extant homologs to generate sequences, and both methods have been reported to generate 
proteins with significantly enhanced stability.14,17,20,23,24 Therefore, it has been claimed that ASR 
and consensus methods are similar, and that ancestral proteins are similar to consensus proteins 
or have a bias towards the consensus sequence.25,26  
 
However, there are studies showing that that the two methods produce proteins with distinct 
biophysical properties. Although the input alignment is identical, ASR applies a phylogenetic 
relationship and an evolutionary model to infer a maximum likelihood (or Bayesian) model to 
infer an ancestral state at every node along the phylogenetic tree. In contrast, consensus would 
apply a straightforward counting method to the alignment matrix. Risso et al. compared the 
thermostability of ancestral and consensus β-lactamases, and found that the consensus β-
lactamase was more stable than the reference E. coli homolog, but not as stable as the ancestral 
β-lactamases.17 The study concludes that there is a phenotypic difference between consensus and 
reconstructed ancestral proteins and that the consensus method does not consistently achieve 
enhancements in stability. Okafor et al. compared the structures and dynamics of EF-Tu 
ancestors, consensus, and homologs.20 They found that although both consensus and ancestral 
EF-Tu proteins were more stable than extant thermophilic T. aquaticus EF-Tu, the ancestral, but 
not the consensus, preserved the natural protein motions found in the modern EF-Tu protein, 
again highlighting how ancestral and consensus proteins differ in their energy landscape.  
 
Additionally, a survey of the literature shows that many studies characterize the effect of single 
or few to-consensus mutations in the background of a homolog rather than creating a full 
consensus protein, and that many of these to-consensus mutations were found to not increase 
stability (a wide range of success was observed, typically ~50% of the mutations increased the 
stability of the protein).1,2,4–13,15,16,19,20,23,27,28 Additionally, large differences between studies in 
how consensus sequences were generated complicate the matter—such as, in in the number and 
diversity of sequences used in the alignment, the definition of consensus, the number of to-
consensus substitutions, choice of reference sequence, and methods/conditions to assess stability. 
Furthermore, the success rate of the consensus approach to stabilize proteins may be already 
inflated because of underreporting of negative (unsuccessful) results. As such, whether 
consensus methods are truly stabilizing, and whether ASR and consensus proteins produce 
proteins with similar biophysical properties remain open questions.  
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Because the properties of ancestral RNase H proteins are well characterized, we thought that this 
protein family would provide a good model to investigate these questions and more.29–31 Here, 
we compare the biophysical properties of ancestral RNase H proteins to the properties of 
consensus RNase H proteins. These consensus proteins address several questions: 1) How do 
properties of the consensus protein compare to those of ancestral proteins? and 2) How does the 
nature of the input multiple sequence alignment, such as the number and diversity of homologs, 
affect properties of the consensus protein? 
 
6.2.3 Generation of consensus ribonuclease H proteins 
 
Different types of consensus sequences of the RNase H family were created and studied. The 
first are a group called “Large-Cons” proteins, which use a large number of RNase H sequences 
to generate the consensus. The second group is “Sim-Cons”, which use a small number of 
closely related homologs to generate the consensus. The third group is “Div-Cons”, which use 
the same number of sequences as Sim-Cons, but the sequences are derived from homologs 
scattered across the phylogenetic tree. The fourth group is “Comb-Cons”, which combines the 
set of homologs used to derive two different Sim-Cons proteins, and uses that to generate a new 
consensus sequence. Information for the different consensus sequences is listed in Table 6.1. 
 
Table 6.1: RNase H Consensus Sequences 

Consensus Type Protein Name # of homologs Description 
Large-Cons HugeCons 3312 Culled BLAST of RNase HI  

 WholeCons 405 All sequences used in ASR 
 Anc1Cons 303 All sequences descended from Anc1 
 MesoCons 298 All sequences descended from Anc1 

Sim-Cons SC-E 24 H Homologs closely related to E. coli. 
 Descendants of AncC 

 SC-S 16 Homologs closely related to S. oneida 
RNase H 

Div-Cons DC-1 24 Homologs sampled across ASR tree 
 DC-2 24 Homologs sampled across ASR tree 

Comb-Cons CC-S 40 Combination of DC-3 and DC-5 
homologs. S. oneida sequence picked 
at a tied residue.  

 CC-E 40 Combination of DC-3 and DC-5 
homologs. E. coli sequence picked at 
a tied residue.  

 
 
6.2.4 Characterization of consensus ribonuclease H proteins 
 
All consensus proteins were found to be active ribonucleases in vitro using an assay to 
spectroscopically monitor the enzymatic cleavage of RNA-DNA hybrids in solution. The 
consensus proteins display a wide range of stabilities, measured by temperature or denaturant 
melts (Figure 6.1). Large-Cons proteins have unexpectedly low stability, with lower Tms than E. 
coli RNase H. This shows that a straightfoward consensus method does not increase the stability 
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of this protein family. We hypothesized that perhaps, this low stability was a result of having too 
many diverse sequences, resulting in loss of coevolutionary coupling information. Additionally, 
it has been shown that different mechanisms of thermostabilization (ex: entropy, enthalpy, heat 
capacity) are used across the RNase H family, and that despite trends in thermostability, the 
mechanisms underlying Tm drift across lineages.29 Therefore, there could be incompatibilities 
between different mechanisms of thermostabilization in different clades of the RNase H tree, 
such that when combined, the resulting consensus protein is unstable.  
 
We also determined ∆Gunf, the free energy to unfold the protein, from a denaturant melt. The fit 
of the denaturant melt to a two-state linear extrapolation model yields ∆Gunf and the m-value of 
the protein, which correlates with the change in accessible surface area of the protein upon 
unfolding and informs us about the cooperativity of the protein. The Large-Cons proteins 
displayed lower m-values (~1.4 kcal mol-1) than typically expected for the RNase H fold (~2 kcal 
mol-1). This indicates that the unfolding of the Large-Cons Proteins are less cooperative, and that 
they may not be two-state at equilibrium (that is, in addition to the unfolded and native state, a 
partially folded state may be significantly populated). Chevron analysis, fragment models, and 
HX-MS of WholeCons indicated that the folding landscape does not fit to a 3-state energy 
landscape typically of extant and ancestral RNases H. Thus, it appears that the Large-Cons 
consensus proteins not only are destabilized, but their energy landscapes are markedly different 
than the modern and evolutionary proteins.   
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1: Thermostability of ancestral, extant, and consensus RNase H proteins 
Tm of RNase H ancestral, extant, and consensus proteins. Data for extant and ancestral RNases H 
is adapted from previous studies and is shown on the left side of the figure.29,32,33 The Tm for the 
mesophilic lineage is in blue, and the Tm for the thermophilic lineage is in red. The Tm for Anc1, 
the last common ancestor, is in black. The Tm for Large-Cons are in green, Sim-Cons in purple, 
Div-Cons in orange, and Comb-Cons in magenta. Note that for proteins with an irreversible 
temperature-induced unfolding, the apparent Tm is reported.  
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We hypothesized that a consensus protein created from closely related homologs within a clade 
would preserve coevolutionary information and be less likely to have incompatible mechanisms 
for thermostability, whereas a consensus protein related from distantly related homologs would 
have low stability. We created and studied Sim-Cons, which use a small number of homologs 
within the clade containing either E. coli (SC-E) or S. oneida (SC-S) RNase H, and Div-Cons 
(DC-1, DC-2), where the same number of homologs as SC-E (24 sequences) were chosen but 
scattered across the RNase H tree. Both Div-Cons proteins were destabilized, with Tms well 
below E. coli RNase H. Additionally, both proteins had low m-values and their folding landscape 
did not display the typical three-state behavior seen in RNase H. For Sim-Cons proteins, SC-E 
was stabilized (+8°C above ecRNH), but not SC-S (-5°C below S. oneida). SC-E’s chevron fit 
well to a three-state folding landscape, indicating that not just stability, but the typical RNase H 
energy landscape is restored. Distantly related sequences fail to produce stable proteins. 
However, simply selecting closely related sequences does not necessarily result in a stablilized 
protein by the consensus approach.  
 
Lastly, we created consensus proteins where we combined homologs from two separate clades 
(Comb-Cons). If these two clades have incompatible couplings or mechanisms for 
thermostability, then the combined consensus would be less stable. Two variants were created to 
account for a tie for the most frequent amino acid at a residue, either bearing the amino acid 
found in E. coli (CC-E) or S. oneida (CC-S) RNase H. Both CC-E and CC-S had similar 
stabilities—the Tms were less than that of SC-E, but higher than that SC-S. It appears that the 
Comb-Cons Tm is the weighted average of the consensus proteins generated by the separate 
clades (Sim-Cons).  
 
6.2.5 Conclusion and Future Directions 
 
Our studies on the different consensus RNase H proteins suggest that the consensus method and 
ASR produce proteins with different properties and that ancestral proteins do not appear to have 
a bias towards the consensus. Additionally, the consensus method does not always increase the 
stability of proteins, and appears to be highly sensitive to the nature of the input sequence used to 
derive the consensus sequence. Furthermore, we show that not just stability, but the entire energy 
landscape of this protein is affected by the consensus approach.  
 
We have extensively analyzed different properties of these consensus sequences—
hydrophobicity, charge distribution, pI, evolutionary coupling scores, degree of conservation, 
sequence identity/similarity, branch lengths—in an effort to understand why these consensus 
proteins are different from each other. Although the actual mechanism or sequence determinants 
have been difficult to pinpoint, we hope that our results contribute to a solidifying understanding 
that ASR is able to reconstruct the evolutionary history of a protein family without consensus 
bias, and that although the consensus method can work as a protein engineering tool to increase 
stability, it is by no means a fool-proof method that is highly sensitive to the nature of the input 
sequence.  
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6.3  In vivo function and fitness of ancestral proteins 
 
6.3.1 Introduction 
 
We, and many others, have shown that the biophysical properties that define the protein energy 
landscape can change across evolution. Ultimately, however, the process of natural selection will 
depend on whether these properties affect the fitness of the protein and thus, the fitness of the 
organism in which it resides. A critical question is how the properties of proteins that are 
measured in vitro translate to fitness in an in vivo context.  
  
We have shown that ancestral RNase H proteins are active enzymes in vitro. We cannot re-create 
the ancestral in vivo environment of these proteins, but we can test their function in modern-day 
organisms. Additionally, it should be possible to test and compare the fitness of these different 
RNase H ancestors and homologs. One could imagine that in E. coli, E. coli RNase H would be 
more fit since it is optimized for that organism than say, an ancestral RNase H or thermophilic 
RNase H.  
 
There are many studies that have used molecular or directed evolution or compared variants of a 
protein. However, there are very few studies that have used ASR to infer an ancestral state and 
compared its in vivo function. One study showed that an ancestral LeuB enzyme with high 
thermostability and high catalytic activity was only able to partially rescue the growth of a ∆leuB 
B. subtilis strain, suggesting that despite superior in vitro properties, there may be 
incompatibilities between the ancestral enzyme and the rest of the modern metabolic network.34   
 
6.3.2 In vivo function of ancestral ribonuclease H proteins 
 
To study the function of ancestral RNase H proteins, we turn to an E. coli strain called MIC, 
where the endogenous RNase HI locus has been knocked out (rnh-339::cat recB270).35–37 This 
strain grows normally at 32°C, but has a growth defect at 42°C that can be complemented by a 
functional RNase H (Figure 6.2). We transformed MIC-1066 (which has an IPTG-inducible T7 
RNA polymerase cassette) or MIC-3001 (which lacks the T7 cassette) with plasmids containing 
different RNase H variants to test the function of these proteins in vivo. Plasmids of different 
copy number and different promoters (either T7 or the endogenous rnhA promoter) were tested.  
 
Complementation was tested by growth on LB-agar plates. Cells were either streaked or serially 
plated using a “frogger” apparatus and grown at either 32°C or 42°C. All of the ancestral RNase 
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H proteins were able to complement the MIC strain, demonstrating that they are functional in 
vivo (Figure 6.3).  Interestingly, cells transformed with T. thermophilus RNase H did not grow 
well, suggesting that T. thermophilus does not complement the function of E. coli RNase H. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.2: MIC strain to assess RNase H function in vivo 
E. coli MIC strains can grow at a 32°C without a functional RNase H, but cannot grow at 42°C. 
Growth at 42°C can be rescued by transforming a plasmid encoding a functional RNase H.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.3: Complementation of RNase H-defective MIC strain by ancestral RNases H 
LB-agar plates streaked with single colonies of MIC-1066 strains transformed with pET27b 
vectors encoding different RNase H variants. Plates were incubated at 42°C overnight. ecRNH-
D10A is an inactive mutant of E. coli RNase H. Asterisks represent cysteine-free variants. 
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Figure 6.4: Growth curves of MIC strains transformed with RNase H ancestors and 
homologs 
Growth curves of E. coli MIC-1066 strain transformed with different RNase H variants. Cells 
were grown in a 96-well format with shaking at 37°C or 42°C and absorbance at 600 nm was 
measured every 50 min.   
 
 
Next, we obtained growth curves of MIC strains transformed with different RNase H homologs 
and ancestors in liquid cultures using a 96-well format, grown either at 37°C or 42°C (Figure 
6.4). (We have shown that there is no RNase H-dependent growth defect at 37°C.) Cells 
transformed with ancestors along the thermophilic lineage (Anc1, Anc2, Anc3) have growth 
rates indistinguishable from E. coli RNase H. Interestingly, cells transformed with T. 
thermophilus RNase H grow slower, suggesting that T. thermophilus does not complement the 
function of E. coli RNase H well. However, this growth defect is observed both at 42°C but also 
at 37°C, which is the permissive temperature. Thus, the growth defect phenotype of T. 
thermophilus RNase H-transformed E. coli may reflect a property of T. thermophilus RNase H 
that is not directly related to its activity. The actual mechanism of this phenotype has not been 
determined, and is an avenue for future investigation. The growth curves of MIC-1066 
transformed with ancestors along the mesophilic lineage were not studied, and would be an 
interesting future direction as well.  
 
6.3.3 Discussion and Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, ancestral RNases H can complement the function of endogenous RNase H in E. 
coli. The growth profiles of cells transformed with ancestors along the thermophilic lineage are 
indistinguishable from that of E. coli RNase H. Curiously, cells transformed with T. 
thermophilus RNase H displays a growth defect. Some unknown property about ttRNH appears 
to be negatively affecting the growth of E. coli, even under conditions where complementation of 
function is not necessary. There is evidence of thermophilic proteins behaving poorly at 
mesophilic temperatures, possibly due to impaired dynamics at lower-than-optimal temperatures. 
It would be interesting to identify the origin of this growth defect for ttRNH.  
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These experiments, particularly the use of the MIC strain, are not without caveats. These 
experiments are complicated by the fact that RNase HI is not essential for growth, and that 
∆rnhA needs to be paired with a recB mutation to display a phenotype. Additionally, RNase HI is 
involved in ColE1-like plasmid copy number regulation, so the natural function of RNase H may 
be interfering with an experimental platform that uses plasmid-encoded genes for 
complementation. Genomic integration at the endogenous rnhA locus may be the best approach 
to mitigate this issue. Lastly, the MIC strain displays a strange quorum-sensing phenotype, where 
the growth defect can be overcome at high enough cell density. The nature of this quorum-like 
behavior is not known, and is likely to interfere with data that involve cell division and growth. 
Nevertheless, we hope that these preliminary results add insight to the function of ancestral 
proteins in vivo, and open up new questions and research directions to pursue.     
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6.4  Evolution of kinetic stability: α-lytic protease family 
 
6.4.1 Introduction: Extreme kinetic stability in the α-lytic protease family 
 
We observed pronounced evolutionary trends in the thermodynamic and kinetic parameters of 
the RNase H folding landscape.29–31 In particular, there was an increase in kinetic stability over 
evolutionary time, resulting in modern RNases H with longer lifetimes in the native state. How 
do these insights into the energy landscape of RNase H apply to other proteins and to general 
principles of protein evolution? Here, I will introduce ongoing results to study evolutionary 
trends in the biophysical properties of a different protein family.  
 
α-lytic protease (αLP) is a secreted serine protease (198-aa) produced by Lysobacter 
enzymogenes. It has a trypsin-like fold, and is synthesized with an N-terminal pro region (166-aa 
(Figure 6.5A, Figure 6.5B). αLP is unique because its unfolded state is less stable than its native 
state (∆Gunfolding < 0 kcal mol-1) (Figure 6.5C).38 αLP remains folded and active because of an 
extremely high kinetic barrier for unfolding (t1/2, unfolding = 70 days). Its native state is also highly 
resistant to proteolysis and outcompetes other trypsin-like proteases in solution.39 This extreme 
kinetic stability is thought to increase the lifetime of this secreted protease and confer a fitness 
advantage in the harsh extracellular environment in which they are secreted. However, this high 
kinetic barrier poses a challenge for αLP folding (t1/2, folding = 3600 years). The N-terminal pro 
region of αLP was shown to catalyze the folding of αLP by stabilizing the transition state by >26 
kcal mol-1 (t1/2, folding, catalyzed = ~20 sec), acting in some ways as a cis-encoded chaperone for the 
protease (Figure 6.5B).38,40 The pro region is proteolyzed by the folded protease, which becomes 
kinetically trapped in the native state. The pro region can also be supplied in trans as a separate 
polypeptide to catalyze the folding of αLP.   
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Figure 6.5: Energy landscape of α-lytic protease (αLP) 
In the absence of the pro region (solid line), the native (N) state of α-lytic protease (αLP) is less 
stable than the molten globule intermediate (I) state and the unfolded (U) state (not shown) and 
the high barrier prevents equilibration over a biologically reasonable timescale. In the presence 
of the pro region (dashed line), the N state is stabilized and the transition state is decreased such 
that αLP folds rapidly to the N state. This figure is adapted from Jaswal et al. Nature 2002.39  
 
 
A homolog of αLP with a small pro region from Streptomyces grieseus has been characterized 
(SGPB).41 Its folded state was marginally stable and was not as kinetically stable as αLP. This 
suggested a hypothesis that the length of the pro region appears to correlate with the degree of 
kinetic stability and thermodynamic meta-stability, and a possible evolutionary trend. Thus, we 
decided to study the evolutionary history and mechanism of kinetic stability in the αLP family by 
ASR. How do kinetic barriers change over evolutionary time? What are the sequence changes 
and mechanisms responsible for encoding this property? What insights about client-chaperone 
interactions and evolution can we learn by studying pro regions and their proteases?  
 
6.4.2 Characterization of αLP family homologs 
 
We have found that αLP is related to other serine proteases with varying pro region lengths, 
which cluster phylogenetically as large (αLP), mid, small (SGPB), and no pro region clades 
(Figure 6.6). The phylogenetic tree suggests that having a large pro region, and thus high kinetic 
stability, is an ancient property that was lost over evolutionary time. To understand the 
evolutionary trends, we sought to study and characterize the energy landscape of several 
homologs of differing pro region sizes and ancestral states of the αLP family.  
 
So far, we have characterized several homologs without pro regions, which we hypothesized to 
be capable of folding to its native state on its own and be thermodynamically stable. This was 
confirmed to be true. Curiously, these homologs have lost the serine nucleophile in their active 
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site, rendering them inactive proteases. Perhaps, kinetic stability was lost because it was no 
longer a necessary feature for an inactive protease. We have also characterized a small pro region 
homolog that is closely related to the no pro region homologs, and found that it is 
thermodynamically stable and capable of folding without its pro region. This homolog may 
represent a transition between a protease incapable of folding on its own and one that is capable 
of folding without a pro region.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6.6: Distribution of pro region sizes in the αLP family 
A) Histogram of pro region sizes for different homologs of the αLP family. B) Phylogenetic tree 
of the αLP family. Colors in both panels correspond to clusters of pro region sizes present in this 
protein family.  
 
 
6.4.3 Future Directions 
 
There are many interesting future directions for this project. The characterization of αLP family 
homologs is an ongoing effort. The Ancestral Sequence Reconstruction of the αLP family has 
had challenges, but we should be capable of characterizing the properties of ancestral proteases 
at key nodes along the phylogenetic tree. It would be interesting to determine how the 
thermodynamic stabilities and kinetic barriers changed along the αLP family lineage, and 
identify the sequence determinants encoding the extreme level of kinetic stability in this family. 
Additionally, the ancestral proteins should reveal how the binding interface between pro and 
protease changes over time, informing us of how the folding of a protein can be catalyzed in a 
template-like manner. Furthermore, there are many techniques, such as HX-MS and single-
molecule force spectroscopy, that can be used to address interesting questions about this unusual 
protein family.  
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6.5 Concluding remarks 
 
Ancestral Sequence Reconstruction can be used to access the evolutionary history of a variety of 
protein families. We show that the stabilites, rates, and conformations of the RNase H energy 
landscape change over time. Fully characterizing how the energy landscape of proteins are 
encoded by their amino acid sequence is in itself a difficult undertaking—even more so in the 
context of evolutionary timescales and processes. The details that emerge are complex, but there 
are clear evolutionary trends which hint at the underlying mechanisms and evolutionary driving 
forces for these properties. These insights can be extended to protein engineering efforts and 
towards general principles of protein evolution.  
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